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Summary.Previous! reports! have! implicated! the! chemokine! receptor! CCR5! and! Toll.like!receptors! TLR2! and!TLR4! in! the! innate! immune! recognition! of!Mycobacterium,
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1.1.1. Mycobacteria.The! Mycobacterium, (M.)! genus! encompasses! several! pathogenic! species! that!have!exacted!an!alarming! toll!of!human!morbidity!and!mortality.!Mycobacteria!are! rod.shaped,! aerobic! bacteria! consisting! of! over! 125! species! that! are!medically!classified! into!three!groups!on!the!basis!of! their!pathology,!diagnosis!and! treatment! .! the!M., tuberculosis! complex,! causative! agents! of! tuberculosis!(TB);!M., leprea,which! causes! leprosy;! and! the! group! of! typically! opportunistic!non.tuberculous! mycobacteria! (also! known! as! atypical! or! environmental!mycobacteria)!that!includes!the!M.,avium,complex,!M.,scrofulaceum,,M.,marinum,and!the,M.,fortuitum,complex!(Brooks!et!al.,!2010).!!!
MTB!along!with!M.,bovis,!M.,africanum,!M.,canettii,!M.,microti,!M.,caprae,!and!M.,
pinnipedii,are!members!of!the!MTB!complex!(Bouakaze!et!al.,!2010;!Brooks!et!al.,!2010).! Despite! being! genetically! similar,! having! more! than! 85%! DNA.DNA!relatedness,! they!exhibit!differences! in!host!tropism!(Imaeda,!1985;!Sreevatsan!et!al.,!1997).!For!instance,!while!MTB!and!M.,africanum,are!human!pathogens,!M.,
bovis! is!a!pathogen!mainly!of! cattle!whereas!M.,mircoti,causes!disease! in!small!wild!mammals,!namely!voles,!wood!mice!and!shrews!(Brooks!et!al.,!2010;!Wells!and!Oxon,!1937).!!!




2010).! It! is! this! lipid.rich,! low! permeability! matrix! that! contributes! to! the!properties!of!acid!fastness!as!well!as!the!high!intrinsic!resistance!of!this!genus!to!a! number! of! antibiotics,! chemotherapeutic! agents! plus! host! immune! defences!(Nikaido!and!Jarlier,!1991).!!
!
1.1.2. Human.Exposure.to.Mycobacteria.Exposure! to! environmental! mycobacteria! is! common! and! highly! prevalent.!Environmental! mycobacteria! can! be! found! in! a! large! variety! of! environments!including!air,!soil,!water,!treated!water,!and!food;!and!thus!frequently!come!into!contact! with! the! skin,! and! digestive! and! respiratory! epithelial! (Casanova! and!Abel,! 2002;! Primm! et! al.,! 2004).! The! bacille! Calmette.Guérin! (BCG)! vaccine,!containing! an! attenuated! strain! of!M., bovis,! has! been! in! use! since! 1921.! It! is!estimated!that!more!than!one!billion!people!have!received!BCG,!administered!to!neonates! and! infants! in! many! countries! as! part! of! childhood! immunisation!programmes! (WHO,! 2011).! TB! and! leprosy! are! endemic! in! most! developing!countries!of!the!world,!exposing!large!populations!to!MTB,and!M.,leprae,(WHO,!2011).,!
!




occurring! every! second! (WHO,! 2010b).! The! long.term! clinical! management! of!the!disease,!the!emergence!of!multidrug.resistant!(MDR)!strains!of!MTB!and!the!synergistic! pathology! of! co.infection! with! the! human! immunodeficiency! virus!(HIV)!have!overwhelmed!existing!strategies!for!TB!control,!and!contributed!to!a!resurgence!of!TB!as!a!major!health!threat!(Coker,!2004;!Toossi,!2003).!In!1993,!the!World!Health!Organization!(WHO)!declared!TB!as!a!global!health!emergency.!!In!2009,!there!were!9.4!million!new!cases!of!TB,!mostly!in!the!South.East!Asian,!African!and!the!Western!Pacific!regions,!of!which!1.1!million!cases!were!among!HIV.positive!patients.!The!MDR!strain!of!TB!formed!3.3%!of!all!new!cases!(WHO,!2010a).! In! 2010,! the! WHO! reported! the! highest! ever! rates! for! MDR.TB:! 58!countries!have!least!one!case!of!MDR.TB;!and!in!parts!of!north.west!Russia,!up!to!28%!of!the!new!TB!cases!were!MDR.TB!(WHO,!2010c).!!To!date,!TB!remains!the!leading!killer!among!the!world’s!infectious!disease!(WHO,!2010b).!!
!





T!cell! immunity!develops! two! to! three!weeks!post! infection.!On!recruitment! to!the! infection! site,! antigen! specific! CD4! and! CD8! T! cells! activate! infected!macrophages! via! the! production! of! cytokines,! primarily! interferon! gamma!(IFNγ).! CD8! T! cells! also! contribute! to! the! control! of! infection! by! lysing!chronically! infected!macrophages,! serving! to!release! intracellular!mycobacteria!for! uptake! by! activated! macrophages! that! have! a! cytokine! driven! improved!capacity!for!phagocytosis!and!killing!(Raviglione!and!O'Brien,!2008;!van!Crevel!et!al.,!2002).!!!





1.2.1. Host.Genetics.and.Immunity.to.Mycobacteria.Whilst! over! one.third! of! the! world! population! is! infected! with! the! tubercle!bacilli,! only! five! to! ten! percent! of! those! infected! develop! active! disease!throughout!their!lifetime.!Risk!potential!can!increase!with!several!environmental!influences! such! as! corticosteroid! treatment,! drug! or! alcohol! abuse,! aging;! and!nearly!half!of!patients!with!HIV!co.infection!develop!active!TB!(Berrington!and!Hawn,!2007;!Flynn!and!Chan,!2001;!WHO,!2010b).!Host! risk! factors!associated!with! TB! susceptibility! include! the! male! sex! as! well! as! a! family! history! of! TB!(Berrington! and! Hawn,! 2007).! However,! many! individuals! do! develop! TB!without!any!identifiable!risk!factors!(Berrington!and!Hawn,!2007).!!




There! are! several! lines! of! evidence! that! support! a! role! for! genetics! in! TB!susceptibility.!Many!epidemiological!studies!have!indicated!higher!susceptibility!in!certain!populations!typically!originating!from!geographical!regions!once!free!of!TB!(Casanova!and!Abel,!2002;!Stead,!1992).!Also,!the!rate!of!concordance!for!TB! infections! is!more! than! twice! in!monozygotic! twins! compared! to! dizygotic!twins,!further!indicative!of!a!genetic!control!of!risk!to!TB!(Comstock,!1978).!!


















Genetic! experiments! conducted! by! the! Lurie! group! comparing! TB! resistant! or!susceptibility!in!inbred!rabbit!families!showed!differences!in!bacteria!load!in!the!lung!during!early! infection! that!cannot!be!attributed! to!T!cell! immunity! (Lurie,!1964).! In!addition,! there!was!a!significant!percentage!of! rabbits,! similar!across!all!family!groups,!that!did!not!develop!disease!despite!prolonged!exposure!(up!to!19! months)! to! TB! contagion! rabbits! and! remained! tuberculin! negative.! This!strongly!suggests!that! infection!was!completely!eliminated!by!innate!resistance!and!defence!without!the!initiation!of!the!adaptive!immune!response!(Werneck.Barroso,!1999).!!!
Similar! observations! have! been! made! in! humans.! In! 1929,! a! tragic! incident!occurred! whereby! 249! infants! up! to! 10! days! old! in! Lübeck,! Germany! were!administered!a!BCG!vaccine!contaminated!with!live,!virulent!MTB.!Seventy!nine!of!the!infants!died!of!TB,!however,!the!one!hundred!and!seventy!three!survivors!show!that!innate!resistance!in!young!infants,!known!to!have!little!or!no!adaptive!immunity,!can!be!effective!against!mycobacteria!infections!(Schluger,!2005).!!




who!have!previously!recovered!could!be!caused!by!new!exogenous!reinfections!(van!Rie!et!al.,!1999).!These!studies!demonstrate! that! in!spite!of!existing!T.cell!immunity,! whether! acquired! via! vaccination! or! natural! infection,! there! is!insufficient!protection!against! the! initial!pulmonary! infection!(van!Crevel!et!al.,!2002).! ! This! implies! a! critical! role! for! the! host! innate! immune! system! in! the!resolution!of!a!primary!MTB,infection.!!!
!
1.2.3. Uptake.and.Recognition.of.Mycobacteria.by.Macrophages.Mycobacteria! engage! multiple! surface! receptors! on! the! macrophage! and! are!taken!up!via!receptor.mediated!phagocytosis.!!Complement!receptors!mediate!a!major!route!of!mycobacteria!phagocytosis!via!complement!opsonisation!as!well!as! nonopsonic! entry! through! the! recognition! of! mycobacterial! surface!polysaccharides!(Cywes!et!al.,!1996;!Cywes!et!al.,!1997;!Schorey!et!al.,!1997).!A!number! of! other! innate! immune! receptors! on! macrophages! including! the!macrophage!mannose!receptor!(Schlesinger,!1993),!surfactant!protein!receptors!(Weikert!et!al.,!1997),!CD14!(Peterson!et!al.,!1995),!scavenger!receptors!(such!as!DC.SIGN!(Tailleux!et!al.,!2003),!SR.B1!(Schafer!et!al.,!2009;!Zimmerli!et!al.,!1996),!Dectin!and!Mincle! (Ishikawa!et!al.,!2009)),!Fcγ!receptors! (Armstrong!and!Hart,!1975)! and! members! of! the! Toll.like! receptor! (TLR)! family! TLR2! and! TLR4!(Means! et! al.,! 1999b)! can! bind! mycobacteria! surface! molecules! or! recognise!opsonised!MTB.!!!




associated! with! impaired! bacterial! persistence,! but! the! immune.mediated!mechanisms! are! unknown.! We! have! reported! that! myHSP70,! in! addition! to!enhancing! antigen!delivery! to! human!dendritic! cells,! signals! through! the!CCR5!chemokine! receptor! to! promote! dendritic! cell! aggregation,! immune! synapse!formation! between! dendritic! cells! and! T! cells! and! the! generation! of! effector!immune! responses.! Thus! CCR5! acts! as! an! innate! pattern! recognition! receptor!(PRR)!for!MTB!via!myHSP70.!!!
!
1.2.4. Intracellular.Fate.of.MTB.The!extraordinary!success!of!MTB!lies!in!its!ability!to!create!a!niche!in!host!cells,!namely! macrophages,! by! manipulating! the! intracellular! environment! to! avoid!destruction.!!The!arrest!of!MTB,phagosome!maturation!and!prevention!of!fusion!to! lysosomes! is! key! to! its! propensity! to! survive! and! multiply! within! infected!macrophages.! In! resting!macrophages,!MTB! establishes! a! niche! in! a! privileged!compartment,!characterised!by!the!persistence!of!early!endosomal!markers,!that!resists! acidification! thereby! evading! destruction! (Clemens! and! Horwitz,! 1995;!Deretic!and!Fratti,!1999;!Sturgill.Koszycki!et!al.,!1994).! ! It! is!believed!that!MTB,interacts!with! early! endosomal! traffic! in! a!way! that! allows! nutrient! access! for!growth!and!survival!(van!der!Wel!et!al.,!2007).!!




to! be! a! correlate! of! virulence! as! phagosomal! escape! has! not! been! observed! in!avirulent!mycobacteria!strains!(Myrvik!et!al.,!1984;!van!der!Wel!et!al.,!2007).!!
Immune! activation! however,! triggers! downstream! processes! necessary! for! the!activation! of! defence!mechanisms! such! as!NADPH!oxidase! and! inducible! nitric!oxide!synthase!that!produce!reactive!oxygen!and!reactive!nitrogen!intermediates!respectively,!and!the!delivery!of!mycobacteria!from!the!phagosome!to!acidic!and!hydrolytic!lysosomal!compartments!(Purdy,!2011).!Autophagy!is!also!induced!in!IFNγ! activated! macrophages,! directly! clearing! vacuole! encapsulated!mycobacteria! through! the! formation! of! autophagosomes! and! their! subsequent!fusion!with!lysosomes!for!the!degradation!of!captured!contents!(Gutierrez!et!al.,!2004).!!
!
1.3. The.Role.of.TollKLike.Receptors.in.Mycobacterium.Infections.




Unlike! the!vast! repertoire!of! receptors!derived!via!gene! re.arrangement! in! the!adaptive!system,!PRRs!are!germline!encoded,!nonclonal!and!limited!in!number.!PRRs!are!independent!of!immunological!memory!and!recognise!PAMPs!that!are!usually!essential!for!pathogen!survival,!and!as!such,!difficult!to!alter!(Akira!et!al.,!2006).! PRRs! are! also! constitutively! expressed,! and! can! detect! pathogens! at! all!stages! of! their! life! cycle! (Akira! et! al.,! 2006).! Each! PRR! has! distinct! expression!patterns!in!varying!cells!and!tissues!as!well!as!differential!functions!in!terms!of!PAMP! recognition! and! signalling! events.! These! enable! specific! anti.pathogen!responses!(Akira!et!al.,!2006).!!!
TLRs! are! the! key! PRRs! that! regulate! both! innate! and! adaptive! immune!responses.!These!type!I!transmembrane!glyco.proteins!recognise!a!wide!range!of!PAMPs! including! lipids,! lipoproteins,! proteins! and! nucleic! acids! derived! from!viruses,!bacteria,! fungi!and!parasites!(Table!1.1).!Structurally,!TLRs!are!defined!by! the! presence! of! a! leucine! rich! repeat! in! the! extracellular! domain! (or! the!topologically! equivalent! lumen! of! membrane! enclosed! intracellular!compartments)! for! the! recognition! of! PAMPs! and! a! Toll.IL1R! (TIR)! domain!(homologous! to! the!cytoplasmic! region!of! the! IL1!receptor)!at! the! intracellular!domain,!responsible!for!downstream!signalling!(Bowie!and!O'Neill,!2000;!Meylan!et!al.,!2006).!!




professional! phagocytes,! highlighting! their! key! role! in! innate! immunity!(Zarember!and!Godowski,!2002).!!! !
Each! TLR! recognise! distinct! PAMPs,! but! may! not! be! restricted! to! only!recognising!specific!structural!classes!(Table!1.1).!For!example,!TLR4!recognises!a!variety!of!structurally!unrelated!ligands!including!lipopolysaccharide!(LPS),!the!plant!diterpene!paclitaxel,!the!fusion!protein!of!respiratory!syncytial!virus!(RSV),!fibronectin!and!heat!shock!proteins!(Akira!et!al.,!2006).!














































Binding! of! PAMPs! to! specific! TLRs! activates! the! host! cell,! triggering! signalling!cascades! that! culminate! in! the! production! of! proinflamatory! cytokines,!chemokines,!interferons!and!the!upregulation!of!co.stimulatory!molecules!(Akira!and! Takeda,! 2004).! ! Intact!microbial! pathogens! are! composed! of! a! number! of!PAMPs,!and!therefore!potentially!activate!a!combination!of!PRRs.!TLRs!activate!signalling! pathways! tailored! to! pathogen.specific! immune! responses! by!recruiting! specific! combinations! of! TIR! domain! containing! adaptor! proteins!including! myeloid! differentiation! primary! response! gene! (88)! (MyD88),! TIR!domain! containing! adaptor! protein! (TIRAP),! Toll/IL1R! domain.containing!adaptor! inducing! IFNβ!(TRIF)!or!TRIF.related!adaptor!molecule!(TRAM)(Kawai!and!Akira,!2011).!!





! ! ! ! Adapted$from$Kawai'and'Akira,'Immunity'2011'
Figure'1.2'|'TLR'trafficking'and'signalling'
'
TLRs! function! as! multimers! –! either! monomeric! or! heteromers.! For! example,!TLR2!functions!as!a!complex!with!TLR1!or!TLR6.!Non.TLR!subunits!may!also!be!required!as!part!of!the!signalling!complex!such!as!the!TLR4.MD2!complex!that!is!required!for!the!detection!of!LPS!(Beutler,!2009).!!




recruitment! of! specific! adaptor! molecules! (Netea! et! al.,! 2005).! Thus,! though!pathogens!may!be!detected!by!multiple!TLRs,!the!immune!responses!initiated!by!each! TLR! are! functionally! distinct! (Kawai! and! Akira,! 2010).! This! has! been!demonstrated! clearly! by! studying! infections! in! knockout! mice! deficient! in!specific!TLRs.!For!instance,!in!the!case!of!Candida!infection,!TLR2./.!mice!showed!increased! resistance! as! TLR2! activation! favours! the! induction! of!immunosuppressive! interleukin! 10! (IL10),! while! TLR4! defective! mice! showed!increased! susceptibility! to! disseminated! infection,! as! a! result! of! impaired!chemokine!expression!and!neutrophil! recruitment! (Netea!et!al.,!2006;!Netea!et!al.,!2002).!!!





1.3.2. TLRs.in.Mycobacterium.Infections.MyD88! deficient! mice! are! defective! in! the! production! of! proinflammatory!cytokines! IL12,! tumour! necrosis! factor! alpha! (TNFα),! nitric! oxide! and! IFNγ! in!response! to!mycobacteria!stimulation.!They!cannot!control!MTB, infections!and!succumb! rapidly,! despite! exhibiting! an! antigen.specific! adaptive! response!(Fremond! et! al.,! 2004;! Holscher! et! al.,! 2008;! Scanga! et! al.,! 2004).! MyD88! is!therefore! critical! for! triggering! macrophage! effector! functions! central! to! anti.mycobacterial!defence!(Holscher!et!al.,!2008). This!highlights!the!importance!of!TLRs! in! the!context!of!a!mycobacterium! infection,! as!acquired! immunity! is!not!sufficient! to! compensate! for! the! profound! innate! immune! defect! from! the!absence!of!TLR!signalling!(Fremond!et!al.,!2004).!!








Mycobacterial Component TLR usage Species 
19 kDa lipoprotein  TLR2 MTB, M. bovis 
27 kDa lipoprotein TLR2 MTB 
33 kDa lipoprotein TLR2 M. leprae 
38 kDa glycolipoprotein TLR2 and TLR4 MTB 
AraLAM TLR2 M. smegmatis 
GPL TLR2 M. avium 
HSP65 TLR4 MTB 
HSP70 TLR2 and TLR4 MTB 
Lipomannan TLR2 MTB, M. bovis 
LprA lipoprotein TLR2 MTB, M. bovis 
LprG lipoprotein TLR2 MTB, M. bovis 
ManLAM – MTB, M. bovis, M. kansasii 
PE_PGRS33 TLR2 MTB 
PIM 2, PIM 6 TLR2 MTB, M. bovis, M. smegmatis 
PILAM TLR2 M. smegmatis 








growing! mycobacteria! such! as! MTB, and!M., bovis, BCG,! fails! to! activate! TLR2!(Means!et!al.,!1999b).!However,! lipomannan,!a!precursor!of!LAM,! isolated!from!virulent! mycobacteria! is! able! to! activate! macrophages! in! a! TLR2! dependent!manner!(Quesniaux!et!al.,!2004).!!!
Ligands! have! also! been! identified! for! TLR4.! The! mycobacterial! 38kDa!glycolipoprotein!induces!TNFα!and!IL6!production!in!human!monocytes!through!both! TLR2! and! TLR4! engagement! (Jung! et! al.,! 2006).! Mycobacterial! HSP65!signals!exclusively!via!TLR4!(Bulut!et!al.,!2005).!!
The! transfection!of!either!TLR2!or!TLR4! in!chinese!hamster!ovary! (CHO)!cells,!which! are! deficient! in!TLRs,! confers! responsiveness! to! live! or! attenuated!MTB,(Means!et!al.,!1999b).!Conversely,!the!expression!of!an!inhibitory!form!of!TLR2!in!mouse!macrophages!blocks!TNFα!production!induced!by!whole!MTB,(Underhill!et! al.,! 1999).! A! mechanism! for! the! TLR2! mediated! response! has! also! been!elucidated!in!human!macrophages!.!TLR2!signalling!in!response!to!MTB!infection!upregulates!the!expression!of!the!vitamin!D!receptor!plus!vitamin!D!hydrolases,!leading! to! the! induction! of! antimicrobial! peptides! and! subsequent! killing! of!intracellular!MTB,(Liu!et!al.,!2006).!





Although! TLR7! is! not! normally! implicated! in! mycobacterium! infections,!stimulation!of!TLR7!by! ligands! imiquimod!or!single!stranded!RNA!(ssRNA)!can!induce! autophagy! in! RAW! 264.7! macrophages! and! subsequently! enhance!bactericidal!activity!in!M.,bovis,BGC!infected!macrophages!(Delgado!et!al.,!2008).!!!
Interestingly,!MTB!can!also!exploit!TLR!signalling!to!its!advantage.!Excessive!TLR!signalling! can! downregulate! the! immune! response! as! part! of! a! homeostatic!feedback! to! limit! excessive! activation! that! could! lead! to! tissue! damage!(Manicassamy! and! Pulendran,! 2009).! Studies! have! shown! that! in! infected!macrophages,!prolonged!TLR2!signalling!induced!by!mycobacterial!lipoproteins!resulted! in! the! inhibition! of! major! histocompatibility! complex! (MHC)! class! II!expression,!thereby!limiting!antigen!presentation!and!the!subsequent!induction!of!effector!T!cell!reponses!(Harding!and!Boom,!2010).!!




Whether!individual!TLRs!by!themselves!are!of!fundamental!significance!in!innate!resistance!to!mycobacteria! is!still!unclear.!TLR2!knockout!mice!exhibited!no!or!minor! susceptibility! to! low! dose! MTB, infection,! but! succumb! only! at! high!infection! levels! (Bafica! et! al.,! 2005;! Drennan! et! al.,! 2004;! Reiling! et! al.,! 2002;!Sugawara!et!al.,!2003).!There! is!also!some!suggestion! that!TLR2! functions!as!a!regulator! of! inflammation,! and! in! its! absence,! long.term! mortality! in! MTB!infected!mice!result!from!uncontrolled!inflammation!and!lung!injury!(Drennan!et!al.,!2004).!!
Susceptibility! of! TLR4! deficient!mice! to!MTB! infection! varies! between! various!studies.! Some! studies! show! that! TLR4! deficient! mice! are! equally! resistant,!regardless! of! infection! dose,! while! others! demonstrated! susceptibility! to! TB!infection! reflected! by! an! enhanced!mycobacterial! outgrowth! and! an! increased!mortality!(Abel!et!al.,!2002;!Branger!et!al.,!2004;!Chackerian!et!al.,!2001;!Reiling!et!al.,!2002).!TLR9!has!also!been!demonstrated!in!the!TLR9!knockout!mouse!to!be! required! for! the! regulation! of! mycobacterial.induced! granulomatous!response! (Ito! et! al.,! 2009).! ! Analogous! to! TLR2,! more! profound! effects! and!susceptibility!were! observed! only! at! higher!MTB! infection! doses! (Bafica! et! al.,!2005).!!!!




However,!in!another!study,!mice!lacking!both!TLR2!and!TLR4!were!not!impaired!in! their! ability! to! control! aerosol! infection! in! comparison! to! congenic! controls!(Shi!et!al.,!2005).!!!
Interestingly,! a! TLR2.TLR4.TLR9! triple! knockout! mouse! also! displayed! mild!phenotypes!as!compared!to!the!unrestrained!MTB!infection!in!MyD88!knockouts!(Holscher!et!al.,!2008).!This!gives!rise! to! the!possibility! that! resistance! to!MTB!could!be!mediated!by!an!as.yet.undetermined!TLR!(Scanga!et!al.,!2004).!!
!
1.3.3. TLR.Polymorphisms.and.Susceptibility.to.TB.Given!that!some!TLRs!have!been!identified!to!play!important!roles!in!the!innate!recognition! of! MTB,! it! can! be! predicted! that! genetic! polymorphisms! in! those!TLRs!could!affect!the!host!response!to!infection.!!
In! a! small! study! (129! cases,! 116! controls)! conducted! in!Turkey,! an!Arg753Gln!(R753Q)!polymorphism!in!TLR2!has!been!shown!to!predispose!individuals!to!TB!(Ogus!et!al.,!2004).!!However,!the!association!could!not!be!confirmed!in!an!Indian!nor!a!Chinese!cohort,! likely!due!to!the!rare!occurrence!of!this!variant! in!Asians!(Biswas!et!al.,!2009;!Xue!et!al.,!2010).!The!TLR2!R753Q!polymorphism!occurs!in!the!TIR!domain!and!has!been!shown! to! impair!NFκB! in! the!context!of!Borrelia,




Another!TLR2!polymorphism!in!the!TIR!domain,!Arg677Trp,!originally!described!in!association!with!lepromatous!leprosy,!was!found!to!impair!NFκB!activation!by!MTB,(Bochud!et!al.,!2003).!!It!was!also!reported!to!be!a!significant!risk!factor!for!TB!in!a!Tunisian!cohort!(33!cases,!33!controls)!(Ben.Ali!et!al.,!2004).!However,!this!single!nucleotide!polymorphism!(SNP)!was!later!found!to!be!located!on!the!duplicated! TLR2! pseudogene! instead! of! the! actual! TLR2! gene! itself,! therefore!casting!doubt!on!the!genetic!associations!and!the!relevance!of!this!polymorphism!(Malhotra!et!al.,!2005).!!!
In! a! Korean! study! with! 176! TB! cases! versus! 191! controls,! a! microsatellite!guanine.thymine! (GT)! repeat! polymorphism! in! intron! II! of! the! TLR2! gene! has!been!associated!with!pulmonary!TB!(Yim!et!al.,!2006).!Shorter!GT!repeats!were!associated!with! increased! TB! susceptibility,! as!well! as!weaker! TLR2! promoter!activity! and! decreased! expression! on! peripheral! blood! mononuclear! cells!(PBMCs)!(Yim!et!al.,!2006).!
In!a!Vietnamese!cohort!comparing!183!pulmonary!TB!cases,!175!TB!meningitis!cases! and! 392! controls,! a! TLR2! Thr597Cys! was! associated! with! increased!susceptibility! to! TB!meningitis,! caused! by! the! dissemination! of! MTB! from! the!lung! to! the! brain! or! spinal! cord! (Thuong! et! al.,! 2007).! However,! no! known!functional!defects!have!been!associated!with!this!polymorphism!(Berrington!and!Hawn,!2007).!!




abnormalities)! (Ferwerda! et! al.,! 2007).! However,! a! Gambian! study! (320! male!cases,! 320! male! controls)! found! no! association! between! TLR4! D299G! and!pulmonary!TB,!and!failed!to!find!a!functional!effect!of!this!variant!(Newport!et!al.,!2004).!!!
In!studies!on!the!adaptor!protein!TIRAP,!a!protective!association!was!found!with!heterozygosity! at! Ser180Leu! (S180L)! in! 1,280! individuals! (675! cases,! 605!controls)! from! the!Gambia,!Guinea.Bissau! and! the!Republic! of!Guinea! and!was!further!confirmed!in!family!based!studies!(Khor!et!al.,!2007).!!The!TIRAP!S180L!variant!was!found!to!impair!TLR2!signalling.!Thus,!the!heterozygous!advantage!in! this! study! is! likely! to! be! a! result! of! an! intermediate! balance! between! an!excessive! TLR2! signalling,! highlighted! earlier! to! be! potentially! detrimental! in!mycobacterium! infections,! against! an! inadequate! TLR2! response! (Harding! and!Boom,!2010;!Khor!et!al.,!2007).!However,!this!association!could!not!be!replicated!in! a! separate! study! in! Vietnam! (183! pulmonary! TB! cases,! 175! meningeal! TB!cases,!392!cord!blood!control!samples)!(Hawn!et!al.,!2006).!Again,!this!could!be!due! to! the! low! frequency! of! this! SNP! in! this! population! for! proper! statistical!evaluation.!!Instead,!this!study!identified!a!Cys558Thr!(C558T)!polymorphism!in!TIRAP! that! was! linked! to! increased! susceptibility! to! TB,! with! a! stronger!association!to!meningeal!as!compared!to!pulmonary!TB!(Hawn!et!al.,!2006).!The!C558T!variant!was!also!associated!with!decreased!whole!blood!IL6!production,!but! the! exact! mechanisms! that! explain! the! observed! effects! have! not! been!elucidated!(Hawn!et!al.,!2006).!!!!




However,! in! some! of! these! studies,! the! genetic! association! data! have! not! been!supported! by! in! depth! biochemical! or! cell! biological! data! on! the! receptors! or!adaptors!encoded!by!the! identified!genes.!This!does!not! therefore!preclude!the!possibility! that! linkage! disequilibrium! effects! may! also! account! for! the!phenotypes!observed.!!
!











In!accordance!with!the!X!chromosomal!location!of!TLR8,!the!genetic!association!was!enhanced!in!males!who!carry!only!one!copy!of!the!gene.!Additional!evidence!in! support! of! TLR8! in! immunity! to! TB! disease! came! from! real.time! PCR!quantification! of! elevated! levels! of! TLR8! transcripts! during! active! disease,!relative! to! the! same! individuals! following! successful! completion! of! anti.TB!chemotherapy! (Davila! et! al.,! 2008).! Recently,! a! separate! study! has! also!implicated! a! strong!protective! role! of!TLR8!M1V! in!pediatric! pulmonary!TB! in!male!Turkish!children!(124!TB!cases!vs!150!controls)!(Dalgic!et!al.,!2011).!!!
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Taken!together,!these!results!showed!first!evidence!of!a!role!for!the!TLR8!gene!in!susceptibility!to!pulmonary!TB!across!different!populations.!However,!in!parallel!with! other! association! studies,! detailed! biochemical! and! biological! analyses! of!the! receptor!were!not!done,! thus! the!possibility! that! other! genes! linked! to! the!TLR8!loci!that!are!also!affected!cannot!be!excluded.!!
!
1.4. TollKLike.Receptor.8.
1.4.1. TLR8.Biology.TLR8!is!one!of!a!new!subfamily!of!TLRs!including!TLR3,!TLR7!and!TLR9!that!are!expressed! intracellularly! (Chuang! and! Ulevitch,! 2000;! Du! et! al.,! 2000).! These!proteins!have!been!proposed!as!PRRs!for!nucleic!acids!derived!from!bacteria!and!viruses;!and!as!such,!are! important! in! the!recognition!and!response!to!obligate!intracellular!microbes.!TLR8!is!both!structurally!and!phylogenetically!related!to!TLR7,! sharing! 42%! identity! and! 60%!homology! at! the! amino! acid! level! and! is!present!in!tandem!on!the!same!chromosome!X!(Chuang!and!Ulevitch,!2000;!Du!et!al.,!2000).!!





However,! whereas! TLR7! remains! functional! in! both! mouse! and! human,! TLR8!appeared! to! be! functional! only! in! the! latter.! Murine! TLR8! is! not! activated! by!agonists! of! human! TLR8! (Heil! et! al.,! 2004).! This! raised! speculation! on! the!relative! physiological! importance! of! TLR8! and! resulted! in! the! suggestion! that!murine! TLR8! is! a! redundant! gene! through! evolution.!When! it! was! found! that!thymidine! phosphorothioate! DNA! oligomers! (poly(dT))! could! physically!associate!with!TLR8!agonists!and!enhance!signalling!through!human!TLR8!as!an!allosteric! activator,! the! question! of! functionality! of!mouse! TLR8!was! revisited!(Gorden!et!al.,!2005).!!It!was!subsequently!realised!that!mouse!TLR8!can!respond!to! established! agonists! of! human! TLR8! only! in! the! additional! presence! of!poly(dT)! (Gorden! et! al.,! 2006).! ! The! species.specific! difference! has! been! since!attributed!to!a!missing!conserved!motif!in!the!ectodomain!of!murine!TLR8!which!may!account!for!its!muted!phenotype!(Liu!et!al.,!2010).!
!




signalling,!leading!to!IFNα!and!proinflammatory!cytokine!production!in!dendritic!cells!and!macrophages!(Heil!et!al.,!2004).!However,!the!replacement!of!G!and!U!with!adenosine!in!the!ssRNA40!sequence!failed!to!activate!TLR8,!highlighting!a!preference! for! G! and! U! nucleosides.! ! Also,! the! nucleotide! composition! has! an!influence!on! the!TLR8! induced! inflammatory!response!–!a!GU!composition! is!a!requirement!for!the!production!of!IFNα,!whereas!the!secretion!of!IL6,!TNFα,!and!IL12!were!strongly!dependent!on!U!nucleosides!(Heil!et!al.,!2004).!!
Modification! of! RNA,! such! as! methylation,! can! also! interfere! with! TLR8!recognition! and! activation.! The! incorporation! of! natural! occurring! modified!nucleosides!such!as!5.methylcytosine,!N6.methyladenosine,!5.methyluridine,!2.thiolated!uridine!or!pseudouridine!into!ssRNA!suppresses!activation!of!TLR8!in!proportion!to!the!number!of!modified!nucleosides!present!(Kariko!et!al.,!2005).!This!provides!a!molecular!feature!for!discrimination!between!microbial!and!host!RNA! as! extensive! and! high! quality! nucleoside! modifications! are! common!features!of!mammalian!RNA!(Rozenski!et!al.,!1999).!Thus!while!mammalian!RNA!are! not! immunogenic,! total! RNA! isolated! from! E., coli! substantially! lacking! in!modifications!is!an!activator!of!human!TLR8!(Kariko!et!al.,!2005).!!




3M.002!(also!known!as!CL075)! is!a!TLR8!specific!agonist! (Gorden!et!al.,!2005;!Gorden! et! al.,! 2006).! ! Similar! to! ssRNA40,! 3M.002! preferentially! induces! the!production!of!IL6,!TNFα,!and!IL12!over!IFNα!in!PBMCs!(Gorden!et!al.,!2005).!

















Within!the!cellular!context,!several!studies!have!indicated!that!TLR8!is!expressed!predominantly! in! the! ER! (Gibbard! et! al.,! 2006).! However,! TLR8! signalling! has!been! shown! to! be! dependent! on! acidification! as! responses! are! abrogated! by!bafilomycin!A1.!This!strongly!suggests!that!TLR8!is!also!expressed!and!functions!within!endolysosomal!compartments!(Gantier!et!al.,!2010;!Gibbard!et!al.,!2006;!Heil!et!al.,!2003).!!
!
1.4.4. Immune.Functions.Associated.with.TLR8.Given! ssRNA!as! a!natural! ligand,!TLR8!has!been! strongly! associated!with! anti.viral! immunity.!Other!than!mediating!the!recognition!of!ssRNA40!derived!from!HIV,!several!studies!have!implicated!a!role!for!TLR8!in!other!RNA!viral!infections.!For!example,!TLR8!was!found!to!be!a!key!mediator!of!the!coxsackie!B!virus!(CBV)!induced!inflammatory!response.!Also,!ssRNA!from!CBV!can!be!detected!in!TLR8!positive!endosomes!(Triantafilou!et!al.,!2005a).!!TLR8!expression!is!upregulated!on! primary! epithelial! airway! cells! infected! with! the! human! parechovirus! I!(HPEV1).!Furthermore,!genomic!ssRNA!from!the!HPEV!I!triggers!TLR8!mediated!release! of! pro.inflammatory! cytokines,! notably! IL6,! TNFα! and! IFNβ,! and! also!colocalises!with!TLR8! in! endosomal! compartments! (Triantafilou! et! al.,! 2005b).!Synthetic! TLR8! agonists! are! also! known! to! be! potent! anti.viral! compounds,!further! strengthening! the! importance! of! TLR8! in! modulating! viral! immune!responses!(Bauer!et!al.,!2008;!Harrison!et!al.,!1988;!Spruance!et!al.,!2001).!!




compared! to! T! effector! cells.! Activation! of! the! TLR8! signalling! pathway! was!found!to!be!sufficient!to!reverse!the!suppressive!function!of!Treg!cells,!whereas!various! ligands! of! other! TLRs!were! not! able! to! do! so! (Peng! et! al.,! 2005).! This!demonstrates! a! unique! role! for! TLR8! in! the! regulation! of! Treg! function,! and!thereby!in!the!enhancement!of!the!adaptive!immune!response.!!
TLR8!is!a!strong!activator!of!NFκB!and!p38!MAPK!pathways!(Levy!et!al.,!2006).!In!comparison!to!agonists!of!all!the!other!TLRs,!TLR8!agonists,!both!natural!and!synthetic,!are! the!most!potent! inducers!of!TNFα!production! from!mononuclear!cells!(Levy!et!al.,!2006).!TLR8!agonists!can!also!induce!robust!IL12!production!in!monocytes,! and!upregulate! the!expression!of! co.stimulatory!molecule!CD40!on!myeloid!dendritic!cells!(Levy!et!al.,!2006).!!
!
1.4.5. TLR8.in.Bacterial.Infections.Whilst!TLR8!has!been!well!characterised!as!an!innate!sensor!for!viral!infection,!its!potential!role!in!bacterial!infections!remains!largely!unknown.!As!mentioned!earlier,! total! RNA! isolated! from! E., coli! has! been! shown! to! be! able! to! mediate!TLR8!activation,! thereby! implicating!TLR8! in!bacterial! immunity! (Kariko!et!al.,!2005).! Moreover,! LPS! in! conjunction! with! phorbol! 12.myristate! 13.acetate!(PMA),! and!whole!E., coli! are! strong! inducers! of!TLR8!expression! in!monocytic!cells!(Zarember!and!Godowski,!2002).!




been! demonstrated! to! traffic! to! bacteria! containing! phagosomes,! and! is! solely!responsible!for!the!induction!of!IFNβ!(Cervantes!et!al.,!2011).!!Phagocytosis!of!H.,
pylori!induces!the!upregulation!of!TLR8!expression!in!the!human!monocytic!cells!(Gantier!et!al.,!2010).!!
Additionally,!IFNγ!has!been!shown!to!specifically!upregulate!expression!of!TLR8!amongst!all!TLRs!in!monocytic!cells!(Zarember!and!Godowski,!2002).!Thus!it!has!been! speculated! that!TLR8!may!be!a!mediator! in! IFNΥ!mediated!anti.microbial!infections!(Gantier!et!al.,!2010).!!!!!
!
1.4.6. Genetic.Variation.in.Human.TLR8.Among! the! TLR! family,! TLR8! together! with! TLR7! and! TLR9! have! limited!variation! in! their! allelic! repertoire,! reflected! by! the! low! numbers! of! non.synonymous! SNPs! (Georgel! et! al.,! 2009).! The! M1V! polymorphism! is! the! most!common!genetic!variant!occurring!in!TLR8!(Oh!et!al.,!2008).!!!Asian!populations!have! an! unusually! high! derived! allelic! frequency! for! this! missense! variant!compared!to!other!populations,!indicating!a!possible!selective!advantage!for!this!variant! in! the! region! (The! International! HapMap! Project,! 2003;! Davila! et! al.,!2008).!!!!




the!outcome!of!TB!and!HIV! infections!support! the!notion! that! the!M1V!variant!might!be!functionally!relevant.!!!!
Another! identified!non.synonymous!SNP!in!TLR8!is!Cys129Gly,!which!does!not!impact!upon!TB!infection!(Dalgic!et!al.,!2011).!The!Gln715Arg!polymorphism!is!a!rare! variant! that! has! currently! only! been! identified! in! African! American!populations!(Oh!et!al.,!2008).!!
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20%, (v/v), Tween, 80:, , Tween! 80! (Applichem)! was! diluted! 1:5! with! deionised!water.!
50%,(v/v),Glycerol:,,Glycerol!(Invitrogen)!was!diluted!1:2!with!deionised!water.!
0.1%,(v/v),Triton,X:,,Triton!X!(USB)!was!diluted!1:1000!with!deionised!water.!








1×, RIPA, Lysis, Buffer:, , 10×! RIPA! lysis! buffer! (Millipore)! was! diluted! 1:10!with!deionised!water,!and!supplemented!with!1×!protease!inhibitor!cocktail!(Roche).!






SDS/Glycine, Electrophoresis, Buffer:, ,For! a! 5×! buffer,! 15.1g! of! Tris.base,! 72g! of!glycine! (Sigma.Aldrich)! and! 5g! of! SDS!were! dissolved! in! deionised!water! to! a!final!volume!of!1L.!For!use!in!electrophoresis,!the!5×!solution!was!diluted!1:5!in!deionised!water!to!obtain!a!1×!buffer.!!
Transfer, Buffer:! ! 5.81g! of! Tris.base,! 2.93g! of! glycine! and! 0.375g! of! SDS! were!dissolved! in!500ml!of!deionised!water.!200ml!of!methanol! (Merck)!was!added,!and!the!mixture!was!adjusted!to!a!final!volume!of!1L!with!deionised!water.!!
10×, Tris, Buffered, Saline, (TBS):, , 121.1g! of! Tris.base! and! 876.6g! of! sodium!chloride! (Sigma.Aldrich)!were!dissolved! in!800ml!of!deionised!water,! adjusted!to!pH!8.0!then!topped!up!to!a!final!volume!of!1L!with!deionised!water.!!
0.2%, (v/v),TBSWTween, (TBST):, ,1×!TBS!was!obtained!by!a!1:10!dilution!of!10×!TBS.!2ml!of!Tween.20!(Bio.rad)!was!added!to!make!up!the!final!solution.!
!
2.1.4. Buffers.for.DNA.Gel.Electrophoresis.









MethanolWAcetone! Fixative:, , 1! part! volume! of! methanol! was! added! to! 1! part!volume!of!acetone!(Merck).!The!mixture!was!subsequently!stored!at!.20°C.!
PBS,10mM,Glycine,Buffer:,0.751g!of!glycine!was!made!up!in!1×!PBS!pH!7.4!to!a!final!volume!of!1L.,,,,












2.2.1. TLR.Agonists.Zymosan! (TLR2! agonist),! LPS! (TLR4! agonist),! CL075! (TLR8! agonist)! and!ssRNA40!(TLR8!agonist)!were!obtained!from!Invivogen.!
!
2.2.2. Antibodies.Anti.calnexin! antibody! (Santa! Cruz),! anti.golgi! matrix! protein! GM130! (Santa!Cruz),! anti.early! endosome! antigen! 1! (EEA1)! antibody! (Santa! Cruz)! and! anti.lysosomal!associated!membrane!protein!1!(LAMP1)!antibody!(Santa!Cruz)!were!used! at! 1:50! for! immunofluorescent! staining.! Anti.TLR8! antibody! (Sigma.Aldrich),! anti.myc! tag! antibody! (Invitrogen)! and! anti.v5! antibody! (Novous!Biologicals)! were! used! at! 1:1000! for! western! blotting! and! at! 1:100! for!immunofluorescent!staining.!Anti.COX1!and!anti.COX2!antibodies!were!from!Cell!Signalling!Technology!and!were!used!at!1:1000! for!western!blotting.!Anti.actin!(Santa!Cruz)!antibody!was!used!at!1:500!for!western!blotting.!
!
2.2.3. Plasmids.TLR8!wildtype!(WT)!with!a!myc!C.terminal!tag!in!a!pcDNA3.1!vector!was!a!kind!gift! from! A/Prof! Lu! Jinhua! (NUS).! Briefly,! full.length! TLR8! was! cloned! into! a!pcDNA3.1/Myc.His! (Invitrogen)!with! the! restriction! enzyme! cutting! sites!KpnI!and!ApaI.!!The!primer!pair!used!to!clone!the!TLR8!WT!sequence!was:! ! !




5’! .! GAAGGGCCCTTAGTATTGCTTAATGGAATCGA! –! 3’! (reverse)! with! ApaI!restriction!site!(in!bold).! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!Site! directed! mutagenesis! was! carried! out! to! generate! a! read.through! (i.e.! no!stop!codon)!for!the!expression!of!the!myc!C!terminal!tag.!
TLR8!WT!was!also!cloned!into!a!pcDNA3.1/V5.His!tag!(Invitrogen)!via!TA!TOPO!cloning!following!the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!The!primer!pair!used!to!clone!the!TLR8!WT!sequence!was:! ! !
5’!–!ATGGAAAACATGTTCCTTCAGTC!–!3’!(forward)!and! ! ! ! !!!!!5’! .! GTATTGCTTAATGGAATCGACA! ! .! 3’! (reverse)! containing! a! mutated! stop!codon!to!generate!read.through!for!the!expression!of!the!V5.His!C!terminal!tag.!
The! TLR8! M1V! variant! was! generated! from! TLR8! WT/Myc.His! and! TLR8!WT/V5.His! vectors! via! site! directed! mutagenesis! using! the! QuikChange! II! XL!Site.Directed! Mutagenesis! Kit! (Stratagene)! following! manufacturer’s!instructions.!The!mutagenic!primer!pair!used!was:! ! ! ! !!
5’!–!TCCGAGCTCGGTACCACCGTGGAAAACATGTTC!–!3’!(forward)!and! ! !!!!5’!–!GAACATGTTTTCCACGGTGGTACCGAGCTCGGA!–!3’!(reverse).!!





TLR8.2!was!cloned!by!PCR!to!fuse!the!transmembrane!domain!of!TLR2!with!the!extracellular! TLR8! domain! using! the! Platinum®! Taq! DNA! Polymerase! High!Fidelity!Master!Mix! (Invitrogen)!with!TLR8.2!primers.! The!primers! used!were!specific!for!TLR8!amino!acid!residues!1.843,!namely,!!
5’! .! CAGAAACATGGAAAACATGTTCCTTCAGTCGTCAATGC.3’! (forward)! and!!!!!!!!!!!5’! .! CACATGCCAGACACCAGTGCTGTCATAACCATGGTGGTGATAAAGAACG.3’!(reverse);!!
and!primers!for!TLR2!transmembrane!domain!amino!acid!residues!588.610,!!
5’!.!CGTTCTTTATCAC!CACCATGGTTATGACAGCACTGGTGTCTGGCATGTG!.!3’!and!5’.CCTAGGACTTTATCGCAGCTCTCAGATTTACCCAA!AATCC.3’!(reverse).!
The!fragments!were!purified,!mixed!and!used!as!templates!for!a!second!PCR!with!the! fragment! overlapping! sequences! and! the! respective! forward! and! reverse!primers.! Full.length! PCR! products! were! cloned! into! pcDNA™3.1⁄V5.His!(Invitrogen).!







2.3.1. Cell.Culture.The!THP1!and!HEK293T! cell! lines!were!obtained! from!American!Type!Culture!Collection! (ATCC).! THP1! is! a! human! monocytic! leukemic! suspension! cell! line!while! HEK293T! is! an! adherent! human! embryonic! kidney! cell! line.! THP1! cells!were!cultured!in!RPMI!1640!(Hyclone)!supplemented!with!10%!FBS.!HEK293T!cells! were! maintained! in! Dulbecco's! Modified! Eagle! Medium! (DMEM)!supplemented!with!10%!FBS.!The!THP1!Blue!cell!line,!which!is!stably!transfected!with!a! reporter!plasmid!expressing!a!secreted!embryonic!alkaline!phosphatase!(SEAP)!gene!under!the!control!of!a!NFκB!promoter,!was!obtained!from!Invivogen!and!cultured!in!RPMI!1640!supplemented!with!10%!FCS!and!200µg/ml!of!zeocin!(Invivogen).!All!cell!lines!were!grown!at!37°C!in!a!humidified,!5%!C02!chamber.!The! cell! lines! were! subcultured! every! two! to! three! days.! For! the! adherent!HEK293T!cell!line,!treatment!with!1×!trypsin!was!required!for!the!detachment!of!cells.!!!
!












2.4.1. Mycobacteria.Culture.The! MTB, strain! CDC! 1551! WT,! M., bovis, BCG! and! M., bovis, BCG, with! green!fluorescent!protein! (GFP)!were!obtained! from!Dr!Sylvie!Alonso,!NUS!and!were!grown! to! mid.log! phase! in! Middlebrook! 7H9! (Difco)! supplemented! with! 10%!OADC!enrichment! (Becton,!Dickinson!and!Company),!0.2%!tween!80!and!0.1%!glycerol.! The! MTB, strain! H37Rv! and! M., bovis, BCG! lux,! a! recombinant!mycobacteria!constituitively!expressing! luxAB,genes! from!Vibrio,harveyi,!under!the! control! of! the!mycobacterial! GroEL! promoter! were! from! Dr! Andres! Floto,!CIMR,!University!of!Cambridge,!and!cultured!as!described!above.!M.,chelonae,!M.!
fortuitum,!M.,marimum,and!M., scrofulaceum!were!obtained! from!Dr!Seah!Geok!Teng,!NUS!and!were!also!cultured!in!7H9!broth!supplemented!with!10%!OADC.!!
Mycobacteria!cultures!were!adjusted!to!a!density!of!1.0!at!OD600nm,!aliquoted!and!stored!at!.80°C.!Representative!vials!were!thawed!and!viable!colony!forming!units!(CFU)!were!enumerated!on!Middlebrook!7H11!agar!(Difco)!supplemented!with!10%!OADC!enrichment.!For!all!experiments,!thawed!mycobacteria!aliquots!were!diluted! in!cell! culture!medium,!and!briefly!sonicated! to!ensure!single!cell!suspension!of!mycobacterium.!!
!




resuspended! in! a! 100mM! sodium! bicarbonate! buffer! and! labelled!with! a! final!concentration!of!1mg/ml!Alexa!Fluor®!647!carboxylic!acid!succinimidyl!ester!in!a! 1ml! reaction! volume.! The! labelling! reaction! was! carried! out! at! room!temperature! for! 1h! in! the!dark.!The! labelled!mycobacteria!were!washed! twice!with! 1×! PBS! to! remove! unincorporated! dye.! The! washed! bacteria! pellet! was!finally!resuspended!in!prewarmed!plain!RPMI!and!vortexed!for!30s!to!disperse!the!bacteria!pellet!before!use!for!infection.!!
!
2.4.3. Generation.of.Mycobacterial.Homogenates.Mycobacteria! cultures! were! grown! to! mid.log! phase,! harvested,! washed,! and!resuspended! in! 1×! PBS.! Cultures! were! disrupted! in! a! bullet! blender! (Next!Advance)!for!5!min!at!4°C.!Homogenates!were!then!briefly!centrifuged!to!remove!beads! and! unbroken! cells,! and! the! resultant! supernatant! was! collected.! The!protein! concentrations! of! the! obtained! mycobacteria! homogenates! were!quantified!using!the!Nanodrop!spectrophotometer.!!
!




homogenates!were!resuspended!in!DMEM!supplemented!with!10%!FBS!to!a!final!concentration! of! 30µg/ml! and! used! for! the! stimulation! of! TLR8.2! transfected!HEK293T!cells.!!
!
2.4.5. Isolation.of.BCG.RNA.!BCG!cultures!were!grown!to!mid.log!phase,!harvested!and!resuspended!in!700µl!of! lysis/binding! buffer! (Roche! High! Pure! RNA! Isolation! kit).! Cell! lysates! were!produced! by! disruption! in! a! bullet! blender.! Subsequent! isolation! steps! were!done! in! accordance!with!manufacturer’s! instructions.!The! concentration!of! the!eluted! RNA! was! measured! with! the! Nanodrop! spectrophotometer,! and! the!integrity!of!the!RNA!obtained!was!verified!by!gel!electrophoresis!on!a!denaturing!agarose!gel.!!!!
!









2.4.8. 16S.derived.phylogeny.of.the.Mycobacterium.genus.Full.length!16S! sequences! for!each! species!were!extracted! from! the!Ribosomal!Database! Project! (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/)! and! aligned! using! MUSCLE! with!default! parameters! (Edgar,! 2004).! The! alignment! was! manually! checked! and!edited! to!correct!mis.alignments!using! Jalview!(Waterhouse!et!al.,!2009)!and!a!neighbor.joining!tree!was!constructed!with!the! implementation! in!PAUP*!(GTR!model,! gamma! rate! variation)! (Swofford,! 2003).! The! topology! of! the! tree! was!consistent! with! a! consensus! tree! from! 100! maximum.likelihood! boostrap!replicates! obtained! using! PAUP*! with! default! parameters.! The! figure! was!generated!using!FigTree!(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).!
!
!
2.5. Genotyping.TLR8.M1V.Frequencies.Healthy! donors! were! recruited! and! genomic! DNA! was! extracted! from! whole!blood! using! the! DNeasy! Blood! and! Tissue! Kit! (Qiagen)! according! to!manufacturer’s! instructions.! SNP!genotyping!was! carried!out!with! the!use! of! a!custom! oligo! pool! assay! (Illumina®)! combined! with! BeadStation! 500G!Genotyping!System.!Further!confirmation!of!the!TLR8!SNP!rs3764880!was!also!carried!out!by!direct!sequencing!of!genomic!DNA.!The!primer!pair!used!for!direct!sequencing!was:!






2.6.1. Lipofectamine.Transfection.of.HEK293T.cells.Transfection!was!carried!out!using!the!Lipofectamine!2000!reagent!(Invitrogen)!following!the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!The!plasmid!(µg):!lipofectamine!2000!(µl)!ratio!was!optimised!at!a!1:!3.75.!8.8µg!of!plasmid!DNA!were!used!per!1!×!106!cells.!In!co.transfection!experiments,!equal!amounts!of!each!plasmid!were!mixed!prior!to!complexing!with!Lipofectamine!2000.!Both!complexing!and!transfection!reactions! were! performed! in! serum! free! Opti.MEM! (Invitrogen).! After! a! 6h!transfection! period,! culture! media! were! supplemented! with! FBS! at! a! final!concentration! of! 10%.! ! Further!manipulation! of! cells!was! only! performed! 24h!post!transfection.!!
!





2.6.3. Transfection.in.primary.macrophages.For! human!macrophage! experiments,! transfections! (siRNA! and! plasmid)! were!carried! out! by! AMAXA! electroporation! in! accordance! with! manufacturer’s!instructions.!!!
!
2.7. Analysis.of.NFκB.activation.
2.7.1. Quantification.of.NFκB.activation.in.THP1.Blue.cells.THP1! Blue! cells! were! plated! at! 1×! 105! cells! per! well! in! a! 96! well! plate! and!differentiated!into!a!macrophage.like!lineage!as!described.!After!differentiation,!cells! were! washed! extensively! with! 1×! PBS! to! remove! excess! SEAP.! When!required,!siRNA!knockdown!was!performed!as!described!above.!Cells!were!then!stimulated! with! the! various! TLR! ligands,! mycobacteria! homogenates! or! live!mycobacteria.!Culture!supernatants!were!collected!24h!post!stimulation!and!the!levels! of! SEAP! secreted! were! measured! by! colourimetric! analysis! with! the!Quanti.Blue! (Invivogen)! detection! medium! following! manufacturer’s!instructions.!Briefly,!20µl!of!culture!supernatant!was!added!to!200µl!of!Quanti.blue!and!incubated!for!2h!at!37°C.!After!colorimetric!change,!the!absorbance!at!OD625nm!was!measured!with!the!Model!680!Microplate!Reader!(Biorad).!
!













2.8.2. RTKPCR..RNA! was! isolated! from! cells! using! the! High! Pure! RNA! Isolation! Kit! (Roche)!following!manufacturer’s!instructions.!Approximately!1!×!106!cells!were!used!per!reaction.!The!purity!and!concentration!of!RNA!extracted!was!measured!using!the!Nanodrop.! RT.PCR! was! performed! using! the! Qiagen! OneStep! RT.PCR! Kit!according! to!manufacturer’s! instructions.! 2µg! of! template! RNA,! 2µl! of! enzyme!mix,! 10mM! of! dNTP,! 5µM! of! each! primer! and! 2! units! of! Pfu! polymerase!(Promega)!were!used!per!reaction!in!a!total!reaction!volume!of!50µl.!RT.PCR!for!actin! was! carried! out! simultaneously! as! an! internal! control.! ! For! the!amplification!of! the!TLR8! transcipts,! a! short! fragment! from!527! to!1455!base.pairs!was!chosen,!allowing!the!recognition!of!all!TLR8!variants.!The!primer!pair!sequence!was!as!follows:!
5’!–!TTTGGCCTGGAACTGCTATTTT!.!3'!(forward)!and!! ! ! ! !!!!!5’!–!AAGGCTTTTCCATAAGCAGCAC!.!3'!(reverse).!
The!primer!pair!used!for!the!amplification!of!actin!transcripts!was:!
5’!–!GCTCCGGCATGTGCCA!–!3’!(forward)!and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!5’!–!AGGATCTTCATGAGGTAGT!–!3’!(reverse).!




The!PCR!fragments!were!separated!by!electrophoreses!using!a!1.5%!agarose!gel!stained! with! GelRed! (Biotium! Inc.).! Fragments! were! visualised! using! the!ChemiDoc!Imaging!system!(Bio.rad).!!
!












2.9.1. Confocal.Microscopy.For! analysis! by! confocal! fluorescent!microscopy,! cells! were! grown! directly! on!glass! coverslips.! Coverslips! were! fixed! in! methanol.acetone! at! .20°C.! Fixed!coverslips! were! washed! three! times! in! PBS! 10mM! glycine! to! quench! fixative!activity!prior!to!staining.!Primary!antibodies!were!prepared!in!permeabilisation!buffer!at!the!manufacturers’!recommended!dilutions.!Coverslips!were!incubated!with!primary! antibodies! for!1h! at! room! temperature! in! a!humidified! chamber.!After!primary!antibody!incubation,!coverslips!were!washed!as!above.!Secondary!Alexa!Fluor!dye!(Molecular!Probes)!conjugated!F(ab’)2!fragments!were!prepared!in!permeabilisation!buffer,!and!staining!was!carried!out!at!room!temperature!for!1h.! When! required,! DAPI! (Invitrogen)! was! added! in! conjunction! during! the!secondary!staining!procedure.!Coverslips!were!washed!with!PBS!10mM!glycine!as!above.!A!final!wash!was!performed!with!deionised!water,!and!coverslips!were!mounted!onto!microscope!slides!with!ProLong!Gold!Antifade!mounting!solution!(Invitrogen).!All!slides!were!imaged!using!the!Leica!SP5!confocal!microscope.!!
!




series! of! ethanol! (25%! .! 10min;! 50%! .! 10min;! 75%! .! 15min;! 95%! .! 15! min;!absolute!ethanol!–!2!×!20min).!Samples!were!then!infiltrated!with!LR!white,!and!embedded! in! gelatin! capsules.! Sections! (50.70nm)! were! prepared! using! an!ultramicrotome.!Ultrathin!sections!were!double!stained!with!2%!uranyl!acetate!and!2%!lead!citrate!for!5!min!each!before!being!examined!in!a!JM1010!electron!microscope!(JEOL).!
!
2.10. Infection.Studies.




2.10.2.Mycobacteria.Killing.Assay.by.Luminescent.Reporter.Primary!human!macrophages!were!generated!as!described.!5!x!104!cells!per!well!were! seeded! in! 24!well! plates! and! infected!with!M., bovis,BCG! lux! for! 1h.,Cells!were! washed! to! remove! non.internalised! mycobacteria.! Viable! intracellular!mycobacteria! were! determined! by! measuring! cell.associated! luminescence!following! cell! lysis.! Correlation!between!CFU!and! luminescence!was! confirmed!prior!to!experiments.!!
!




DMEM!supplemented!with!10%!AB! serum!and! incubated! at! 37°C! for! a! further!30min,!1h!or!2h.!After!the!desired!incubation!time,!cells!were!washed!twice!with!cold!1!×!PBS!and!fixed!with!2%!paraformaldehyde.!Fluorescent! intensity!of!the!pHrodoTM!labelled!bacteria!was!quantified!using!flow!cytometry.!!
!






at! 37°C,! culture! supernatant! was! harvested.! The! supernatants! were! passed!through!a!0.22µm!filter!to!remove!extracellular!BCG!and!cell!debris.!An!analysis!of!cytokine!release!was!performed!using!the!Bio.plex!17.plex!cytokine!assay!kit!(Bio.Rad)! according! to! the! manufacturer’s! instructions.! Each! sample! was!assayed! in! duplicate.! The! data! were! obtained! using! the! Bio.Plex! Manager!software!on!the!Bio.Plex!200!array!reader.!Cytokine!levels!for!infected!samples!were!normalised!against! the! corresponding!basal! levels! in!uninfected! controls.!The! cytokines! that!were!measured!were! IL2,! IL4,! IL6,! IL8,! IL10,! GMCSF,! IFNγ,!TNFα,!IL1β,!IL15,!IL7,!IL12,!IL13,!IL17,!GCSF,!MCP1!and!MIP1β.!!
!




of! protein! lysate! was! used! per! sample! for! the! assay,! which! was! carried! out!according!to!manufacturer’s!instructions.!Each!sample!was!assayed!in!duplicate.!The!data!were!obtained!using!the!Bio.Plex!Manager!software!on!the!Bio.Plex!200!array!reader.!!
!





















3.1. Introduction.The! four! TLR8! polymorphisms! identified! in! the!Davila! TB! study! belong! to! the!same! haplotype! block,! and! correlate! perfectly! with! each! other! (Davila! et! al.,!2008).!Because!of!this!linkage!disequilibrium,!authors!of!the!genomic!association!study! were! not! able! to! distinguish! the! casual! polymorphism! that! is! primarily!associated! to! TB! infections! (Davila! et! al.,! 2008).! ! Nevertheless,! the! associated!SNP! rs3764880! (M1V)! is! an! ideal! candidate! as! it! involves! a! non.synonymous!mutation.! !Although! the!presence!of! the!TLR8!M1V!variant!has!been! shown! to!lead! to! an! increased! pro.inflammatory! cytokine! profile! in!monocytes,! and! can!modulate! lipid! mediator! production! in! neutrophils,! the! effects! of! this!polymorphism! on! TLR8! biology! have! not! been! well! characterised! (Oh! et! al.,!2008).!!
The! start! site! of!mRNA! is! specified! by! the! start! codon,! AUG! (or! ATG! in! DNA),!which!codes!for!methionine.!The!protective!G!allele!converts!this!initiating!ATG!start! site! into! GTG,! thereby! abolishing! the! putative! start! codon.! It! has! been!suggested! that! the! next! available! methionine,! located! in.frame! at! position! 4,!could! be! used! as! an! alternative! start! site! and!would! result! in! the!M1V!variant!being!expressed!as!a!truncated!version!of!the!wildtype!(Davila!et!al.,!2008;!Oh!et!al.,!2008).! !As!TLR8! is!a!membrane!protein,! the! truncation! is! likely! to!affect! its!signal! sequence,! which! is! encoded! as! an! N.terminal! extension! on!most! newly!synthesised!secretory!and!membrane!proteins!(Blobel,!1980).!!!




polar! carboxyl! terminal! domain! (C! region)! –! with! each! region! performing!distinct!functions!(von!Heijne,!1985)!(Figure!3.1A)!!
The!functions!of!the!N!region!are!unclear,!but!it!is!the!most!variable!in!length!and!is!often!positive!in!charge!(Martoglio!and!Dobberstein,!1998;!von!Heijne,!1986).!The!H!region!is!most! important! in!determining!the!site!of!membrane!targeting,!whereas! the! C! region! determines! the! site! of! peptide! cleavage! by! signal!peptidases! (von! Heijne,! 1985,! 1990).! The! hydrophobic! core! is! the! defining!feature!of!all!signal!peptides.!Otherwise,!signal!sequences!show!great!variation!in!sequence! and! length,! as! highlighted! by! the! two! examples! of! signal! peptide!sequences!of!actual!proteins!in!Figure!3.1A.!!
















The!SNP!rs3764880!(M1V)!can!potentially!impact!upon!TLR8!function!in!several!ways! independent! from! the! upstream! 5’! polymorphisms.! Firstly,! TLR8! mRNA!and!protein!stability!could!be!affected.!The!use!of!an!alternative!start!site!could!also!change!the!strength!of!the!Kozac!sequence,!thereby!influencing!translation!efficiency!(Kozak,!1984;!Oh!et!al.,!2008).!!The!N!terminal!truncation!of!the!TLR8!M1V! protein! could! also! alter! signal! peptide! function! and! as! a! result,! affect!receptor!trafficking!and/or!function.!!
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in the cytoplasm, is inserted into the membrane 
or is translocated into the lumen17,18 or can even
have a further function after cleavage from the parent
protein19–21. This review discusses the multiple func-
tions of signal sequences and cleaved signal peptides.
Signal sequences specify different pathways to a
membrane
Signal sequences can direct proteins to a mem-
brane through different targeting pathways and 
select different translocation systems for the actual
transport across the membrane. Targeting and
translocation can occur co- or post-translationally
and can either be dependent on the signal recogni-
tion particle (SRP) and docking protein/SRP receptor
or be SRP independent; in the latter case, targeting
and translocation involve the SecB protein in bac-
teria and the Sec62p–Sec63p complex in yeast2
(Fig. 2). The SRP-dependent pathway is regulated by
three interacting GTPases, the 54-kDa SRP protein
and the a and b subunit of the SRP receptor2,
whereas the SRP-independent pathway seems to
function constitutively. At the membrane, the two
targeting pathways converge at the Sec translocon
assembled from SecA and the SecY–E–G complex in
bacteria22 and from the Sec61p complex and BiP in
eukaryotic cells23,24.
The selection of the SRP-dependent
or SRP-independent pathway is deter-
mined largely by features of the signal
sequence. Studies in yeast have revealed
that the h-region of a signal sequence is
the parameter discriminating between
SRP-dependent and SRP-independent
pathways. Signal sequences directing
proteins into the SRP-mediated path-
way have a significantly more hydro-
phobic h-region than those mediating
SRP-independent targeting11,13 (Fig. 2).
The same features of signal sequences
also seem to discriminate between the
two targeting pathways in bacteria25,26.
A signal-sequence-mediated trans-
port system that is independent of the
Sec apparatus has been identified in the
thylakoid membrane of chloroplasts27
and the plasma membrane of bac-
teria14,15. The characteristic feature of
signal sequences operating in this 
pathway is a twin-arginine motif im-
mediately upstream of the h-region
(Fig. 2). This translocation system is
termed Tat (for ‘twin arginine translo-
cation’). Most preproteins transported
by the Tat system are predicted to bind
to redox cofactors and seem to fold 
and even oligomerize before translo-
cation14,27,28. The bacterial Tat system
comprises products of the tat A, B, C, D
(mttABC) operon15,28. Homologous pro-
teins have also been identified in
chloroplasts and mitochondria15,29. It is
not yet clear whether components of
the Tat system form a transmembrane
channel similar to the Sec translocon. Since there
are proteins that use neither the Sec nor the Tat 
system for their membrane insertion, it is clear that
there are further as-yet-unknown pathways specified
by signal sequences5,6,30.
Signal sequences as membrane anchors
Signal sequences can anchor proteins in the mem-
brane when they contain a sufficiently hydrophobic
h-region and are not cleaved by signal peptidase.
They are then called ‘signal-anchor’ sequences to 
indicate their dual function in targeting and mem-
brane anchoring31. Signal-anchor sequences can 
N–
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Signal sequences have a tripartite structure: a central hydrophobic h-region (yellow)
and hydrophilic N- (red) and C-terminal (blue) flanking regions. Two examples of
































Signal sequences can specify at least three distinct targeting and translocation pathways: the
hydrophobic core of the signal sequence (yellow) is the distinctive feature discriminating between an
SRP-dependent (a) and SRP-independent (b) targeting pathway. Both of these pathways merge at the
Sec translocon formed by the Sec61p complex in eukaryotes. Signal sequences with a common twin-
arginine motif (filled triangle) flanking the h-region on the N-terminal side mediate translocation by
the twin-arginine translocation (Tat) system. While unfolded proteins are transported by the Sec
system, folded proteins with their bound cofactors (filled circle) are transported by the Tat system (c).
The Tat system has so far only been identified in prokaryotes and plastids. The signal sequences of
example proteins transported by each of these three pathways are shown in the bottom panel
(a9, b9, c9). CPY, carboxypeptidase Y; DP, docking protein; Hya A, hydrogenase A; Kar2p, yeast
homologue of BiP; SRP, signal recognition particle.
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insert into the membrane in either orientation,
keeping the N-terminus on the cytoplasmic side or
transferring it across the membrane. During biosyn-
thesis of a type II membrane protein, the nascent
polypeptide with the signal-anchor sequence forms
a loop across the membrane, and the C-terminus of
the protein is transferred across the membrane while
the N-terminus remains on the cytoplasmic side
(Fig. 3). By contrast, the signal-anchor sequence of a
type I membrane protein transfers the N-terminus
across the membrane while the C-terminus remains
in the cytoplasm. Features of signal-anchor sequences
that determine type I or type II orientation have
been identified by the analysis of mutant type I and
type II proteins9. Type I orientation is favoured by few
or no charged amino acid residues in the n-region
and/or a long h-region. Type II orientation is favoured
by charged amino acid residues in the n-region,
folding of this region or a shorter h-region32–34.
A signal sequence can target to more than one
location
Signal sequences can differ in the efficiency by
which they mediate targeting and membrane inser-
tion. The cytosolic and secreted forms of the plas-
minogen activator inhibitor (PAI), for instance, are
generated by variable translocation – that is, only
some of the proteins are translocated, whereas 
others remain cytosolic18. Similarly, a signal-anchor
sequence can mediate the adoption of different
topologies in the membrane. During biogenesis, the
hepatitis B virus large envelope protein inserts in 
either a type I or a type II orientation such that the
N-terminal pre-S region is on the lumenal or cyto-
plasmic side of the membrane, respectively17. This
reflects the dual functions of the pre-S domain in
the cytosol and on the viral surface. During virus
budding, cytosolic pre-S domains interact with the
capsid, and, during infection, the pre-S domain 
exposed on the virus surface interacts with receptor
molecules in the plasma membrane. Other mem-
brane proteins can also have alternative topolo-
gies12. Variable targeting or translocation suggests
the existence of regulatory mechanisms determin-
ing the efficiency by which a protein is targeted,
chooses one or the other targeting route or inserts 
in a type I or type II orientation. It is not 
yet clear how the efficiency of signal sequence 
function in targeting and membrane insertion 
is regulated. Signal sequences can have reduced
affinities for targeting factors (e.g. SRP) or com-
ponents at the translocation site (e.g. Sec61p com-
plex or the translocation-associated membrane 
protein)12,18,35,36.
Signal sequence cleavage
When N-terminal signal sequences insert into the
membrane in a loop-like configuration, they can be
cleaved by signal peptidase on the lumenal or trans
side of the membrane. Whether cleavage does or
does not occur depends on many features of the 
signal sequence, in particular on the amino acids at
positions –3 and –1 N-terminal of the cleavage site.
Cleavage can occur when an amino acid with a short
side chain is present at the –1 position and charged
amino acids are absent from the –3 position37.
Additional features, such as the length of the h-
region and properties of the n-region, also influence
cleavage. Increase in the length of the h-region can
decrease the probability of signal sequence cleavage
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FIGURE 3
Signal-anchor sequences direct proteins to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) embrane
and can anchor the protein in a type II (a) or type I (b) orientation in the membrane. The
orientation is determined mainly by properties of the hydrophilic regions (red, green)
flanking the hydrophobic core (yellow) of the signal-anchor sequence. The translocated



















The fate of the signal sequence of preprolactin. After membrane insertion, the signal
sequence of preprolactin is cleaved off by signal peptidase (SPase) and further
processed by signal peptide peptidase (SPPase). The N-terminal signal peptide
fragment is released from the membrane and interacts in the cytosol with






To!better!understand!the!role!of!TLR8!in!mycobacterial!infections,!it!is!necessary!to! first! characterise! the! impact! of! the! associated! polymorphisms! on! receptor!biogenesis!and!function.!!!
!
3.2. In-Silico-Analysis.of.5’.Polymorphisms.As! mentioned,! TLR8! M1V! is! in! high! linkage! disequilibrium! with! three! SNPs!rs3764879,!rs3761624!and!rs3788935!in!the!promoter!region!of!the!TLR8!gene.!An! in, silico, analysis! using! ConSite,! TRANSFAC®7.0! was! performed! to! identify!putative!transcription!factor!binding!sites!altered!by!these!SNPS!(Sandelin!et!al.,!2004).! The! transcription! factors! queried! included! NFκB,! STAT1! and! the!transcriptional!repressor!CCCTC.binding! factor.!No!transcription! factor!binding!sites!were!present!within!these!regions!affected!by!the!SNPs.!This!implicates!the!non.synonymous!polymorphism!.!rs3764880!on!the!susceptibility!of!individuals!to!pulmonary!TB!infection!seen!in!the!genomic!association!study.!!!
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To! investigate! the! risk! allele! frequency! in! the! Singaporean! population,! we!genotyped! 168! healthy! volunteers! (79! males,! 89! females)! for! the! TLR8! SNP!rs3764880! (Figure! 3.2).! Males! are! either! hemizygous! for! the! A! or! G! allele,!thereby!expressing!TLR8!WT!or!TLR8!M1V!respectively.!We!observed!an!allelic!frequency!of!0.2!for!the!risk!allele!(A)!in!our!male!cohort!(Table!3.1).!!!!
Females!can!be!homozygous!for!either!allele,!or!be!heterozygous.!Similar!to!the!male!cohort,!we!observed!a!low!derived!allelic!frequency!of!0.27!for!the!A!allele!in!the!female!group!(allele!counts:!31!A,!82!G).!Females!homozygous!for!the!risk!allele!were!rare!(0.08),!and!the!risk!allele!was!mainly!carried!by!heterozygotes!(0.27)!(Table!3.1).!!!






Figure' 3.2' |' Sequence' analysis' for' TLR8' SNP' rs3764880.' This$ figure$ shows$ the$

















Table' 3.1' |' Genotypic' and' allelic' frequencies' of' SNP' rs3764880' (M1V)' in' the'
Singaporean'cohort.'The$TLR8$gene$is$located$on$chromosome$Xp22,$thus$males$are$







N=257&rs3764880(( A/<(or(A/A( A/G( G/<(or(G/G(
Male( 16((0.2)( <( 63((0.8)( A& 54&(0.21)&
Female( 7((0.08)( 24((0.27)( 58((0.65)(







data$ were$ retrieved$ from$ Entrez$ SNP$ in$ National$ Center$ for$ Biotechnology$
Information*$ and$ Davila$ et0 al.0 2008#.$ $ Asian$ populations$ appear$ to$ have$ elevated$
allele$frequencies$for$the$TLR8$M1V$variant.$$$













3.4. The. Regulation. of. TLR8. Expression. is. Unaffected. by. the. 5’.
Regulatory.and.M1V.Polymorphisms.To!confirm!the! in, silico,analysis! that! the!highly! linked!polymorphisms! in! the!5’!putative!regulatory!regions!do!not!alter!transcriptional!regulation,!we!compared!TLR8!mRNA!levels!in!primary!macrophages!isolated!from!previously!genotyped!donors.!!
Basal! levels! of! TLR8! mRNA! were! similar! between! TLR8! WT,! TLR8! A/G!heterozygous!and!M1V!donor!types!in!resting!primary!macrophages,!confirming!that! the! 5’! polymorphisms! do! not! impact! significantly! upon!mRNA! expression!(Figure! 3.4).! ! In! particular,! the! comparison! was! done! between! a! hemizygous!male! WT! donor! with! a! homozygous! female! M1V! donor,! demonstrating! that!males!are!not!disadvantaged!despite!have!only!one!copy!of!the!gene.!TLR8!levels!did!not!differ!significantly!after!stimulation!with!CL075,!a!TLR8! ligand!or!after!infection!with!BCG!(Figure!3.4).!















marcophages$ derived$ from$ either$ TLR8$WT,$ TLR8$ A/G$ heterozygous$ or$ TLR8$M1V$























levels$ were$ examined$ in$ primary$ macrophages$ isolated$ from$ healthy$ donors$
expressing$ TLR8$ WT$ or$ TLR8$ M1V,$ or$ from$ female$ heterozygous$ (A/G)$ donors.$
Macrophages$ were$ either$ left$ untreated,$ infected$ with$ BCG$ at$ MOI$ of$ 10,$ or$
stimulated$with$5µg/ml$of$CL075.$Protein$ levels$were$assayed$24h$after$treatment.$
There$were$no$observable$differences$ in$TLR8$expression$ levels$amongst$ the$ three$
different$genotypes.$$
Figure' 3.4' |' TLR8' Protein' Expression' Levels' in' Primary'Macrophages.' TLR8% levels%
were% examined% in% primary% macrophages% isolated% from% healthy% donors% expressing%
TLR8% WT% or% TLR8% M1V,% or% from% female% heterozygous% (A/G)% donors.% Macrophages%
were%either%leG%untreated,%infected%with%BCG%at%MOI%of%10,%or%sMmulated%with%5µg/ml%
of%TLR8%ligand%CL075.%Protein%levels%were%assayed%24h%aGer%treatment.%There%were%no%














3.5. The.TLR8.M1V.Variant.Uses.An.Alternative.Start.Codon.The! TLR8!M1V!misense! polymorphism! results! in! the! ablation! of! the! first! ATG!start!codon,!required!for!the!initiation!of!translation.!Although!GTG!is!used!as!a!start! codon! in! prokaryotes! but! at! a!much! lower! frequency,! non.ATG! start! site!usages!are!typically!rare!in!higher!organisms!(Blattner!et!al.,!1997;!Ivanov!et!al.,!2011).!
For! TLR8!M1V,! a!methionine! located! in.frame,! three! amino! acids! downstream!could! be! used! as! an! alternate! start! codon.! To! confirm! the! preference! of! this!alternative!ATG!start!site!to!a!GTG!usage,!we!created!a!variant!whereby!both!the!initiator! and! the! next! immediate! methionine! were! converted! into! GTG! valine!termed!M1,4V!(Figure!3.!6).!
The!TLR8!variants!with!C!terminal!myc!epitope!tags!were!transiently!transfected!in!HEK293T!cells.!While!mRNA!transcripts!for!the!M1,4V!variant!were!expressed!at! similar! levels! to! that! of! TLR8! WT! and! M1V,! its! encoded! protein! was!undetectable! (Figure! 3.7).! The! anti.myc! tag! antibody! was! used! for!immunoblotting! to! ensure! that! the! absence! of! a! protein! band! is! solely! due! to!non.expression! rather! than! the! inability! of! TLR8! specific! antibodies! to! bind! to!mutated! variants.! ! This! indicates! that! the!TLR8!M1,4V!mRNA! transcript! is! not!translated.!


































Figure' 3.7' |' Expression' of' TLR8' variants' in' transfected' HEK293T' cells.' $ HEK293T$
cells$were$ transfected$with$plasmids$ encoding$ the$ three$ TLR8$ variants.$mRNA$and$
protein$ levels$ were$ assessed$ 24h$ post$ transfection$ by$ RT)PCR$ and$ western$ blot$
respectively.$ There$ were$ equivalent$ levels$ of$ mRNA$ expressed$ for$ all$ three$ TLR8$
variants.$Using$an$antibody$against$the$C$terminal$myc$tag,$TLR8$WT$and$TLR8$M1V$






There!ar !equivalent! level !of!mRNA!expressed!for!all! three!TL 8!variant .!Using!an!
anBbody!against!the!C!terminal!V5!tag,!TLR8!WT!and!TLR8!M1V!protein!bands!could!
be! visualised! whilst! the! corresponding! protein! band! for! TLR8! M1,4V! was! largely!
absent.!This!indicates!that!the!TLR8!M1,4V!mRNA!transcripts!are!not!translated.! 














3.6. TLR8.WT.and.M1V.Differ.in.the.NKRegion.of.Their.Signal.Peptide.The! three! amino! acid! truncation! at! the! N! terminus! of! TLR8! M1V! alters! its!putative! signal! peptide! sequence.! Signal! peptide! prediction! using! statistical!algorithms!.!neural!networks!matrices!and!hidden!Markov!models!.!were!carried!out! for! TLR8!WT! and! M1V! to! analyse! the! impact! of! the! truncation! on! signal!sequence!and!structure!(Bendtsen!et!al.,!2004;!Emanuelsson!et!al.,!2007).!Based!on! both! matrices,! the! N! terminal! region! of! TLR8!WT! and! M1V! were! strongly!predicted!to!have!cleavable!signal!peptide!sequences!(Figure!3.8).!!!
As!mentioned,! the!N!region!of!signal!peptides!are!often!positive! in!charge!(von!Heijne,!1986).!This!makes!the!N!region!sequence!of!TLR8!WT!unusual!due!to!the!presence! of! a! negatively! charged! glutamic! acid! (E)! residue! in! position! 2.! This!abnormality! is! also! reflected! in! the! low! SWscore! for! the! initial! amino! acid!sequences!of!TLR8!WT! (Figure!3.8).!The!overall!SWscore, for!WT! (0.792)! is! also!lower!than!for!M1V!(0.856).!Furthermore,!hidden!Markov!modelling!predicted!a!lower!signal!peptide!probability!score!of!0.927!for!TLR8!WT!compared!to!0.991!for!TLR8!M1V,!suggesting!that! the! loss!of! the!glutamic!acid!residue! in! the!M1V!variant!results!in!a!better!signal!peptide!(Figure!3.8).!!











Figure'3.8' |' Signal'peptide'prediction' for'TLR8'variants.'Signal$peptide$prediction$
was$ performed$ on$ TLR8$ WT$ and$ M1V$ sequences$ using$ SignalP$ 3.0.$ Prediction$
analyses$ using$ neural$ networks$ and$ hidden$ Markov$ models$ are$ represented$ as$
graphical$outputs$(see$Materials$and$Methods$for$description$of$outputs).$TLR8$M1V$
was$predicted$ to$ contain$a$ superior$ signal$peptide$ sequence$as$ compared$ to$TLR8$
WT$by$both$neural$network$prediction$and$hidden$Markov$modelling.$$
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3.7. TLR8.WT.and.M1V.Variants.Undergo.Similar.Processing.in.the.ER.Glycosylation! is! a! co.! and! post.translational! modification! that! modulates! the!proper! folding! and! stability! of! membrane! and! secretory! proteins.! N.linked!glycosylation! occurs! in! the!ER.!Once! the! proteins! are! folded! and! oligomerised,!they!exit! the!ER!and!move! to! the!Golgi!where! the!N.linked!glycans!are! further!modified,! and! O.linked! glycosylation! occurs! (Lodish! et! al.,! 2007).! In!transmembrane! proteins,! only! ectodomains! (extracellular! domains)! may! be!glycosylated.!!A!switch!in!the!membrane!orientation!of!TLR8!would!reverse!the!regions!of!the!protein!undergoing!N.!and!O.!linked!glycosylations!in!the!ER!and!Golgi!respectively,!thereby!creating!a!unique!glycosylation!signature.!!
Glycosylation!prediction!was!performed!on!the!full.length!sequence!of!TLR8!WT!via!the!NetOGly!3.1!server!(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetOGlyc/)!and!the!NetNGly! 1.0! server! (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetNGlyc/)! for!O.! and!N.!glycosylation!respectively!(Gupta!et!al.,!2004;!Julenius!et!al.,!2005).$!








Figure' 3.10' |' Prediction' of' glycosylation' sites' present' in' TLR8.' Glycosylation$
prediction$was$performed$on$the$full)length$sequence$of$TLR8$WT$via$the$NetOGly$
3.1$ server$ (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetOGlyc/)$ and$ the$NetNGly$1.0$ server$
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetNGlyc/)$ for$ O)$ and$ N)$ glycosylation$
respectively.$TLR8$has$multiple$N)glycosylation$sites,$majority$of$them$being$situated$
within$the$ectodomain.$$
Figure' 3.9' |' Predic/on' of' Glycosyla/on' Sites' Present' in' TLR8.' Glycosyla(on*
predic(on*was*performed*on* the* full6length* sequence*of*TLR8*WT*via* the*NetOGly*
3.1* server* (hEp://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetOGlyc/)* and* the* NetNGly* 1.0* server*
(hEp://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetNGlyc/)*for*O6*and*N6*glycosyla(on*respec(vely.*










To!analyse!if!there!is!any!differences!in!the!glycosylation!signature!between!the!TLR8! variants,! their! sensitivity! to! cleavage! by! Endo! H! and! PNGase! F! were!examined.! Both! of! these! enzymes! cleave! the! high.mannose! sugars! covalently!attached! to!proteins! in! the!ER! lumen,! but! fully!mature! glycoproteins! that! have!successfully! moved! through! the! Golgi! apparatus! are! resistant! to! Endo! H! but!remain!sensitive!to!PNGase!F!(Alberts!et!al.,!2002).!!!
TLR8!WT! or! M1V! were! transiently! transfected! in! HEK293T! cells.! Transfected!cells!were!pulsed!labelled!with![35S].methionine!for!15min,!and!then!chased!for!2h! in!excess!unlabelled!methionine.!Cell! extracts!were!prepared,!and! the!TLR8!immunoprecipitates!were!subjected!to!digestion!with!either!PNGase!F!or!Endo!H.!Both! TLR8! variants! exist! as! similar! sized! high! mannose! forms! that! can! be!trimmed!by!digestion!with!PNGase!F!and!Endo!H!(Figure!3.11).!This!shows!that!the! M1V! variant! is! not! “flipped”! in! terms! of! membrane! orientation! since! its!multiple!glycosylation!sites!are!preserved.!The!retained!sensitivity!of!both!TLR8!variants!to!Endo!H!shows!inefficient!or!lack!of!the!terminal!sugar!modifications!that! are! characteristic! of! traversal! through! the!Golgi.! ! This!would! suggest! that!both!TLR8!variants!are!sequestered!in!the!ER.!!!









Figure' 3.11' |' Sensitivity' of' TLR8' variants' to' digestion' by' Endo' H' and' PNGase' F.'
Cytoplasmic$ extracts$ were$ prepared$ from$ TLR8$WT/Myc$ or$M1V/Myc$ transfected$
HEK293T$ cells$ pulse$ labelled$ for$ 15min$ and$ chased$ for$ 2h$ in$ excess$ unlabelled$
methionine.$TLR8$variants$were$immunoprecitated$with$9E10.3$(anti)myc$antibody)$
and$ subjected$ to$digestion$by$PNGase$F$or$ Endo$H.$ The$digested$protein$products$
were$ separated$ by$ SDS)PAGE,$ and$ the$ gels$ dried$ and$ exposed$ to$ autoradiography$
films.$Both$variants$appear$as$high$mannose$forms$that$can$be$trimmed$by$PNGase$F$
and$Endo$H$digestion.$The$ retained$ sensitivities$ to$both$PNGase$F$and$Endo$H$are$
suggestive$of$processing$and$retention$within$the$ER.$$
Figure' 3.10' |' Sensi0vity' of' TLR8' variants' to' diges0on' by' Endo' H' and' PNGase' F.'
Cytoplasmic, extracts, were, prepared, from, TLR8, WT/Myc, or, M1V/Myc, transfected,
HEK293T, cells, pulse, labelled, for, 15min, and, chased, for, 2h, in, excess, unlabelled,
methionine.,TLR8,variants,were, immunoprecitated,with,9E10.3, (anKLMyc,anKbody),
and, subjected, to, digesKon, by, PNGase, F, or, Endo,H., The, digested, protein, products,
were, separated, by, SDSLPAGE,, and, the, gels, dried, and, exposed, to, autoradiography,
ﬁlms.,Both,variants,appear,as,high,mannose,forms,that,can,be,trimmed,by,PNGase,F,














Figure' 3.12' |' Kinetics' of' TLR8' processing' in' the' ER.' A$ pulse$ chase$ analysis$ was$
performed$to$compare$the$kinetics$of$ER$processing$between$the$two$TLR8$variants.$
Both$variants$exhibit$ the$same$patterns$of$ susceptibility$ to$Endo$H$ throughout$ the$
60min$ pulse$ chase,$ indicating$ that$ they$ undergo$ similar$ kinetics$ of$ trafficking$ and$
processing$in$the$ER.$$$
Figure' 3.11' |' Kine.cs' of' TLR8' processing' in' the' ER.' A" pulse" chase" analysis" was"
performed"to"compare"the"kine6cs"of"ER"processing"between"the"two"TLR8"variants."
Both" variants" exhibit" the" same"paBerns"of" suscep6bility" to" Endo"H" throughout" the"
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3.8. TLR8.WT.and.M1V.Both.Traffic.Via.the.Common.Secretory.Pathway..To! confirm! that! TLR8! WT! and! M1V! traffics! to! the! ER,! we! looked! at! the!localisation! of! TLR8! with! respect! to! calnexin,! an! ER! marker.! Primary!macrophages! isolated! from!genotyped!donors!were!cultured!and!fixed!on!glass!coverslips,! and! subsequently! co.stained! for! TLR8! and! calnexin.! There! were!substantial! regions! of! overlap! between! TLR8! and! calnexin! staining,! indicating!that! a! significant! portion! of! both! TLR8! variants! were! present! within! the! ER!(Figure!3.13).!This! is! in!agreement!with!our!glycosylation!data,!as!well!as!with!previous!reports!indicating!that!TLR8!WT!resides!within!the!ER!(Gibbard!et!al.,!2006).!However,! there! are! also! regions!of! non.overlap,! indicating! that!TLR8! is!also!present!in!other!cytosolic!compartments!as!well.!!







co)stained$ for$ TLR8$ and$ calnexin$ or$GM130$ and$ analysed$ by$ confocal$microscopy.$
Both$ variants$ show$ similar$ degrees$ of$ co)localisation$with$ the$ ER$marker$ calnexin$































residues$ in$ green,$ acidic$ residues$ in$ red$ and$ basic$ residues$ in$ blue.$ The$ YNEL$
sequence$from$TLR9$is$an$identified$sorting$motif$conferring$endosomal$localisation$
(Leifer$et$al.,$2006).$The$YNNM$and$YSQV$motifs$were$in$conserved$regions$of$TLR8$
and$ TLR7$ respectively,$ suggesting$ that$ these$ are$ the$ sequences$ that$ mediate$
endosomal$targeting.$$
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I CKSS I LQWP DNPKAEGL FW QT LRNVV LT E
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NHVAY SQV FK ET V - - -
ND SRYNNMYV D S I KQY





3.10. TLR8. Variants. Have. Differential. Preferences. for. Endosomal.
Compartments'To! investigate! the! impact! of! the!M1V! signal! peptide! truncation! on! endosomal!targeting,!we!examined!the!localisation!of!the!TLR8!variants!in!relation!to!early!and! late! endosomal! compartments! in! primary! macrophages.! Primary!macrophages! cultured! directly! on! glass! coverslips! were! fixed! and! co.stained!with! TLR8! and! EEA1,! an! early! endosomal! marker,! or! with! LAMP1,! a! late!endosomal.lysosomal!marker.!!
Confocal! analysis! confirmed! that! both! TLR8! variants! traffic! to! the! endosomal!compartments! (Figure! 3.15).! However,! the! TLR8! variants! appear! to! have!differential! sorting! within! the! endocytic! machinery.! In! primary! macrophages!expressing!TLR8!WT,!there!is!a!greater!degree!of!overlap!between!TLR8!and!late!endosomes!when! compared! to! early! endosomes,! as! seen! by! LAMP1! and! EEA1!staining! respectively.! In! TLR8! M1V! expressing! macrophages,! however,! the!relationship!is!inversed.!There!is!a!greater!extent!of!colocalisation!between!TLR8!M1V!and!early!endosomes!as!compared!to!late!endosomes.!!







Figure' 3.15' |' Localisation' of' TLR8' variants' with' respect' to' endolyosomal'




of$ colocalisation$with$ LAMP1$over$ EEA1$was$ observed.$ TLR8$M1V$ instead$ showed$
greater$colocalisation$with$EEA1$as$compared$to$LAMP1.$(Scale$bars,$10µm)$$
Figure' 3.14' |' Localiza3on' of' TLR8' Variants' With' Respect' to' Endolyosomal'
Compartments.' 'Res$ng' primary'macrophages' expressing' either' TLR8'WT' or'M1V'
were' stained'with' TLR8' and'either' EEA1,' an' early' endosomal'marker;' or' LAMP1,' a'
late'endosomal'marker.'Confocal' imaging'conﬁrms'that'both'TLR8'variants'traﬃc'to'
the'endosomal'compartments.'However,' in'TLR8'WT'macrophages,'a'greater'extent'


















































To!confirm!that!the!TLR8!variants!traffic!to!different!compartments,!we!looked!at! the! cellular! distribution! of! the!TLR8! variants!when! co.expressed!within! the!same!cell.!!
In! order! to! distinguish! between! TLR8!WT! and! TLR8!M1V,! we! cloned! the! two!TLR8!variants!with!different!C.terminal!tags.!TLR8!WT/Myc!and!TLR8!M1V/V5!were!co.transfected!into!HEK293T!cells.!We!ensured!equivalence!of!expression!by!measure!of!mRNA!levels!of!both!transcripts!24h!post!tranfection.!The!primer!pairs!used! for! the!PCR!were!designed! to! target! the!different!C.terminal! tags! in!order! to! differentiate! between! the! two! variants.! Similar! levels! of! both! TLR8!WT/Myc! and! TLR8! M1V/V5! were! observed,! relative! to! internal! actin! control!(Figure!3.17).!!










of$ both$ variants$ were$ being$ expressed$ as$ assessed$ by$ mRNA$ transcript$ levels.$
Confocal$analysis$shows$that$the$variants$occupy$different$regions$within$the$same$
cell$(red$arrow:$WT;$green$arrow$M1V).$There$are$some$regions$of$overlap$between$




of% both% variants% were% being% expressed% as% assessed% by% mRNA% transcript% levels.%
Confocal% analysis% shows% that% the% variants% occupy%diﬀerent% regions%within% the% same%
cell%(red%arrow:%WT;%green%arrow%M1V).%There%are%some%regions%of%overlap%between%











3.11. TLR8.M1V.Shows.a.Stronger.NFκB.Response.The! ability! of! the! TLR8! variants! to! individually! confer! a! TLR8! specific! NFκB!response! in! TLR.null! HEK293T! cells! was! measured! with! the! dual! luciferase!assay.!HEK293T!cells!were!transfected!with!the!respective!TLR8!variant!together!with!NFκB!reporter!plasmids.!Transfected!cells!were!stimulated!with! the!TLR8!ligand!CL075,!and!the!activation!response!measured!24h!later.!!











were$ determined$ by$ western$ blotting.$ For$ the$ dual$ luciferase$ assay,$ cells$ were$
cotransfected$ with$ TLR8$ and$ luciferase$ reporter$ plasmids.$ Transfected$ cells$ were$
stimulated$ with$ CL075,$ a$ TLR8$ ligand,$ at$ various$ concentrations.$ Both$ receptor$






were% determined% by% western% bloDng.% For% the% dual% luciferase% assay,% cells% were%
cotransfected% with% TLR8% and% luciferase% reporter% plasmids.% Transfected% cells% were%
sJmulated% with% CL075,% a% TLR8% ligand,% at% various% concentraJons.% Both% receptor%
variants% are% funcJonal% as% they% respond% dosePdependently% to% increasing% ligand%
concentraJons.%TLR%M1V%however,%induced%a%stronger%NFκB%response%as%compared%to%
































SNPs! are! the! most! common! type! of! genetic! variation,! with! an! estimated!frequency! of! 1.3! SNPs! per! 1,000! bases.! Occurrence! of! SNPs! are! not! evenly!distributed! but! are! the! lowest! in! exons! as! compared! to! intronic! and! adjoining!non.translated!regions.!The!ratios!of!synonymous!to!non.synonymous!mutations!in!coding!sequences!are!also!less!than!half!of!what!would!be!expected!under!the!neutral!mutation!theory,!reflecting!the!influences!of!natural!selection!in!limiting!changes! in! protein! sequences! (Zhao! et! al.,! 2003).! Neutral! SNPs! have! been!estimated! to! have! a! frequency! of! 0.2,! whereas! slightly! deleterious! SNPs! can!attain! frequencies! of! up! to! 0.1! (Fay! et! al.,! 2001).! ! ! ! In! this! study,! we! have!observed! elevated! allelic! frequencies! for! the! TLR8! M1V! variant! in! our!population,! in! accordance!with!population! frequencies! from!around! the! region!(The! International! HapMap! Project,! 2003;! Davila! et! al.,! 2008).! Thus! the! M1V!polymorphism! is! likely! to! confer! some! degree! of! selective! advantage! in! these!populations.!!





As!the!TLR8!M1V!polymorphism!affects!the!initiator!methionine,!the!outcome!is!not!a!mere!amino!acid!substitution!in!the!TLR8!protein!sequence.!In!eukaryotes,!the! initiation! of! translation! involves! the! small! ribosomal! subunit,! in! complex!with! initiation! factors! and! initiator! tRNA! (Met.tRNA),! “scanning”! mRNA!downstream!from!the!5’!cap!till!the!first!suitable!initiator!codon!is!found!(Kozak,!1980).!With! this!scanning!model,! it! can!be!postulated! that!TLR8!M1V!will!be!a!slightly!truncated!version!of!the!wildtype!protein!since!a!second!methionine!site!is!available!in!close!proximity!of!ablated!original!start!site.!This!is!based!on!the!general! assumption! that! in! eukaryotes,! translation! initiation! occurs! at! AUG!codons!(Kozak,!1980).!!!Although!relatively!rare,!the!initiation!of!translation!has!been!experimentally!verified! to!be!able! to!occur!at!non.AUG!codons! that!differ!from!AUG!at!a!single!nucleotide!position,!especially!the!codons!CUG,!UUG,!GUG,!ACG,!AUA!and!AUU!(Ivanov!et!al.,!2011;!Peabody,!1989).!It!has!to!be!noted!that!despite!the!use!of!non.AUG!start!codons,!initiation!is!still!mediated!by!Met.tRNA!which!will!be!decoded!as!a!methionine!(Peabody,!1989).!In!that!scenario,!TLR8!M1V!and!TLR8!WT!will!be!the!exact!same!protein.!Hence!it!was!essential!that!we!verify!if!TLR8!M1V!discriminates!between!AUG!and!non.AUG!(in!this!case!GUG)!codons.!!





To!confirm!the!usage!of!a!canonical!start!site!in!the!M1V!variant,!we!mutated!the!next! potential! ATG! site! to! GTG! and! checked! for! protein! expression.!We! found!equivalent!levels!of!M1,4V!mRNA!transcript!as!compared!to!both!TLR8!WT!and!M1V.!However,!we!were!not!able!to!detect!the!expression!of!the!corresponding!M1,4V! protein! whereas!WT! and! M1V! variants! were! expressed! normally.! This!confirms! that! TLR8! M1V! does! not! use! the! GUG! non.canonical! start! site! as! a!substitute.!In!artificial!expression!systems!whereby!plasmids!encoding!the!TLR8!variants! are! transfected! into! HEK293T! cell! lines,! we! do! not! observe! any!differences!in!expression!levels!of!WT!and!M1V!proteins.!This!indicates!that!the!usage! of! an! alternative! start! site! does! not! alter! the! kozak! strength! since! both!variants!are!expressed!at!similar!efficiencies.!!
Signal!peptides!are!characterised!by!a!identifiable!three!domain!physiochemical!feature! as! described! .! a! basic!N!domain,! a! seven! to! 13! residue! hydrophobic!H!domain!and!a!polar!C!domain - but!otherwise!lack!any!distinctive!sequence!motif!nor!significant!homology!(Hegde!and!Bernstein,!2006).!Based!on!signal!sequence!prediction,! TLR8!M1V! still! retains! a! functional! signal! peptide! that! differs! from!WT!only!in!the!N!region.!!!




the!context!of!TLR2!and!TLR4!to!be!essential!for!receptor!surface!presentation,!trafficking,! ligand! recognition,! and! signalling! (da! Silva! Correia! and! Ulevitch,!2002;!Weber!et!al.,!2004).! ! !The!mature!protein!of!both!TLR8!variants!exist!as!high!mannan! forms! of! the! same!molecular!weights! and! glycosylation! statuses,!confirming! the! suggestion! that! both! variants! will! eventually! yield! the! same!mature! product.! Both! mature! TLR8! variants! also! retain! sensitivity! to! Endo! H!digestion,! suggesting! some! retention! within! the! ER.! We! have! confirmed! ER!localisation! by! confocal! microscopy,! but! we! have! also! observed! TLR8!colocalisation! with! the! Golgi! apparatus.! Nevertheless,! mature! TLR9! have! also!been!demonstrated!to!lack!the!post.translation!modifications!typically!acquired!in!the!Golgi!and!initial!studies!have!therefore!proposed!that!TLR9!is!ER!resident,!and!directly!translocates!to!endosomal!compartments!only!after!activation!(Kim!et! al.,! 2008;! Latz! et! al.,! 2004).!However,! such! an! atypical! trafficking! route! also!raised!questions!on!how!cells!sensed!nucleic!acid!ligands!before!the!recruitment!of!intracellular!TLRs!to!the!endosomal!comparments!(Blasius!and!Beutler,!2010).!The! analysis! of! carbohydrate! glycoforms! has! since! shown! that! Golgi! export! is!required!for!optimum!TLR9!signalling,!and!that!TLR9!is!not!fully!retained!in!the!ER! but! is! constitutively! trafficked! to! endolysosomal! compartments!(Chockalingam!et!al.,!2009).!!




disrupt!vesicular!localisation!and!cause!redistribution!to!the!cell!surface!(Leifer!et! al.,! 2006).!We! found! a! similar! motif! in! TLR8,! which! was! also! conserved! in!TLR7.!We!were! also! able! to! localise! both!TLR8! variants!within! the! endosomal!compartments!in!resting!macrophages,!further!supporting!the!notion!that!there!is! constitutive! trafficking! of! intracellular! TLRs! to! these! compartments.!Interestingly,! we! observed! that! while! TLR8! WT! was! localised! within! the!endolysosomes,! TLR8!M1V! preferentially! trafficked! to! early! endosomes.! Since!TLR8!WT!and!TLR8!M1V!differ!only!in!their!signal!peptide,!one!hypothesis!is!that!while! the! YNNM!motif! dictates! an! intracellular! localisation,! the! specificity! for!early! versus! late! endosomal! distribution! could! be! mediated! by! the! signal!sequences;! as! has! been! observed! in! the! differential! vesicle! trafficking! of!polymorphic!variants!of!cytotoxic!T!lymphocyte!antigen!4!(Mitchell!et!al.,!2008).!!Another! distinct! possibility! is! that! due! to! TLR8! WT! having! a! poorer! signal!peptide,!insertion!into!the!ER!is!less!efficient,!and!thus!the!WT!receptor!is!being!shuttled!into!the!lysosomes!for!degradation!and!removal.!!!
























4.1. Introduction.The!TB!association!study!by!Davila!et,al.,was!the!first!established!link!between!TLR8!and!mycobacterium!infection!(Davila!et!al.,!2008).!Recently,!a!genome!wide!analysis!to!identify!host!networks!that!regulate!TB!infections!validated!TLR8!as!one!of!the!host!factors!that!was!invariantly!involved!in!TB!infection,!regardless!of!the! genotype! and! phenotype! of! the! MTB! isolates! (Kumar! et! al.,! 2010).! Both!studies! strongly! suggest! a! key! role! for! TLR8! in! the! sensing! and!modulation! of!immune! responses! towards! MTB, infection.! However,! it! has! not! been!experimentally! verified! if! TLR8! can! in! itself! mediate! the! recognition! of!mycobacteria.! In! this! study,!we!make!use! of! TLR8!knockdown! studies! and! the!cloning! of! a! TLR8.2! fusion! receptor! to! verify! if! TLR8! is! indeed! an! immune!receptor!for!mycobacteria.!
!
4.2. Establishing. THP1. as. an. Experimental. Model. for. Studying.
Mycobacteria.Recognition.by.TLR8.The! THP1! and! THP1! Blue! cell! lines! were! chosen! to! study! the! implications! of!TLR8!knockdown!on! immunity!towards!mycobacterium!infections.!These!acute!monocytic! cells! naturally! express! the! complete! panel! of! TLR1! to! TLR10.! The!induction! of! maturation! to! a! more! macrophage.like! phenotype! using! PMA!upregulates! the!expression!of!TLR1,!TLR4,!TLR6,!TLR7!and!TLR8! in! these!cells!(Daigneault!et!al.,!2010;!Zarember!and!Godowski,!2002).!!





cells! were! stimulated! with! increasing! concentrations! of! TLR! ligands,! and! the!induction! of! NFκB! linked! SEAP! production! was! assayed! by! colourimetric!analysis.!Dose.dependent!responses!towards!the!TLR2,!TLR4!and!TLR8!specific!ligands!were!observed!(Figure!4.1).!This!indicates!the!functionality!of!these!TLRs!in! the! THP1! cell! line.! The! response! towards! TLR8! ligand! ssRNA40! was!particularly! robust,! as! it! induced! the! highest! levels! of! SEAP! production! at! all!concentrations!tested!(Figure!4.1).!
The! induction! of! NFκB! signalling! by! mycobacteria! infection! was! also! tested.!Differentiated!THP1!Blue! cells!were! infected!with!BCG!at! a!MOI!of! 1! or!5,! and!SEAP!activity!was!measured!24h!post! infection.!BCG!infection!induced!levels!of!NFκB! activation! at! levels! comparable! to! ligand! induced! TLR! signalling! (Figure!4.2).!TLR2!and!TLR4!have!established!roles!in!mycobacteria!recognition!and!are!like! thus! likely! to!be!among! the!key!mediators! involved! in! this!observed!NFκB!response!(Means!et!al.,!1999b).!!



















then$ treated$ with$ 0.5,$ 1,$ 5,$ or$ 10µg/ml$ of$ LPS,$ ssRNA40,$ zymosan.$ Equivalent$
volumes$ of$water$were$ added$ to$ control$wells.$ SEAP$ production$was$ assayed$ 24h$
post$treatment$by$the$Quanti)Blue$colourimetric$enzyme$assay.$A$pink$to$blue$colour$


















10µg/ml$ of$ zymosan,$ LPS$ or$ ssRNA40.$ ' SEAP$ levels$ were$ assayed$ 24h$ post$
stimulation$or$infection.$The$Quanti)Blue$colourimetric$change$was$quantified$by$the$
measurement$of$ absorbance$ at$OD620nm.$ There$ is$ an$ induction$of$ a$ robust$NFκB$
response$by$BCG,$a$strong$indication$of$TLR$engagement.$(*$p$<$0.05,$***$p$<$0.001)$$























4.3. TLR8.is.Recruited.to.the.Mycobacterial.Phagosome.To!establish!the!potential!of!TLR8!in!mediating!the!recognition!of!mycobacteria,!we! examined! receptor! recruitment! to! BCG! containing! phagosomes! in! infected!THP1! cells.! For! visualisation! of! the! mycobacteria,! BCG! was! labelled! with! the!Alexa! Fluor! 647! carboxylic! acid! succinimidyl! ester.! PMA! activated! THP1! cells!grown! on! coverslips! were! infected! at! a! MOI! of! 10,! and! the! uptake! of!mycobacteria!was!synchronised!by!the!centrifugation!of!the!bacteria!suspension!onto! the! cell! layer!at!4°C.!Unbound!mycobacteria!were! removed!by!aspiration,!and! prewarmed! culture! media! was! immediately! added.! The! coverslips! were!fixed! in! methanol.acetone! at! 5,! 30! and! 60min! post! incubation.! The! fixed!coverslips! were! then! stained! for! TLR8,! EEA1! or! LAMP1! and! visualised! by!confocal!microscopy.!!









Figure'4.3'|'TLR8' is' found' in'association'with' the'mycobacterial'phagosome.'The$
recruitment$ of$ TLR8$ to$ the$ myobacterial$ phagosome$ was$ analysed$ in$ THP1$ cells$
infected$with$ Alexa$ Fluor$ 647$ labelled$ BCG.$ Infected$ cells$were$ fixed$ at$ 5,$ 30$ and$
60min$ post$ infection,$ and$ stained$ for$ EEA1,$ LAMP1$ or$ TLR8.$Within$ 5min$ of$ BCG$
internalisation,$ recruitment$ of$ TLR8$ to$ the$ mycobacteria$ phagosome$ could$ be$
observed.$ TLR8$ –$ BCG$ colocalisation$ could$ still$ be$ observed$ up$ till$ 60min$ post$
internalisation$although$the$extent$of$TLR8$positive$phagosomes$appear$to$decrease$
with$ time.$ $ This$ coincides$ with$ the$ increased$ acquisition$ of$ LAMP1$ at$ later$ time$
points.$(Scale$bars,$10µm)'! !
Figure'4.3'|'TLR8'is'Found'in'Associa7on'With'The'Mycobacterial'Phagosome.'The$
recruitment$ of$ TLR8$ to$ the$ myobacterial$ phagosome$ was$ analysed$ in$ THP1$ cells$
infected$with$Alexa$Fluor$647$labelled$BCG.$Infected$cells$were$ﬁxed$at$5,$30$and$60$
min$ post$ infecMon,$ and$ stained$ for$ EEA1,$ LAMP1$ or$ TLR8.$ Within$ 5$ min$ of$ BCG$
internalisaMon,$ recruitment$ of$ TLR8$ to$ the$ mycobacteria$ phagosome$ could$ be$
observed.$ TLR8$ –$ BCG$ colocalisaMon$ could$ sMll$ be$ observed$ up$ Mll$ 60$ min$ post$
internalisaMon$although$the$extent$of$TLR8$posiMve$phagosomes$appear$to$decrease$












4.4. TLR8.is.Involved.in.Mycobacterial.Sensing.To!examine!the!involvement!of!TLR8!in!mycobacteria!sensing,!we!looked!at!the!effect! of! TLR8! knockdown! on! NFκB! signalling! in! mycobacteria! infected! THP1!Blue!cells.!Transient!knockdown!of!TLR8!levels!was!achieved!with!siRNA.!!













transfection$ was$ performed$ on$ PMA$ differentiated$ THP1$ Blue$ cells$ following$
manufacturer’s$protocol.$1µM$of$ siTLR8$was$ reconstituted$ in$Accell$delivery$media$
and$ incubated$with$ the$ cells$ for$ 72h.$After$ the$ transfection$ period,$ the$ cells$were$
harvested,$ and$ TLR8$ mRNA$ levels$ were$ assayed$ by$ RT)PCR$ to$ confirm$ the$
knockdown.$The$expression$level$of$actin$was$used$as$an$internal$control.$$
Figure'4.4'|'Establishing'siRNA'Knockdown'of'TLR8'in'THP1'Blue'Cells.'Accell%siRNA%
transfec/on% was% performed% on% PMA% diﬀeren/ated% THP1% Blue% cells% following%
manufacturer’s%protocol.% 1µM%of% siTLR8%was% recons/tuited% in%Accell% delivery%media%





















Figure' 4.5' |' TLR8' mediates' the' immune' recognition' of' mycobacteria.' After$
transfection$with$siTLR8,$THP1$Blue$cells$were$infected$with$BCG$or$with$MTB0(CDC$
1551$WT$strain)$at$a$MOI$of$10.$SEAP$production$was$assayed$24h$post$infection.$The$
change$ in$NFκB$activation$ is$expressed$as$a$percentage$difference$as$ compared$ to$
the$ response$ in$ corresponding$ non)transfected$ cells.$ The$ change$ in$ response$ to$


















































4.5. TLR8.is.a.Mycobacteria.Sensor.We! have! demonstrated! that! TLR8! can! mediate! the! recognition! of! the! highly!phylogenetically!related!MTB,and!BCG!species!(Devulder!et!al.,!2005).!To!test!if!this!mechanism!is!conserved!throughout!the!Mycobacterium!genus,!we!tested!the!effect! of! TLR8! knockdown! on! NFκB! activation! in! several! non.tuberculous!mycobacteria!species.!To!control! for!the!differential!growth!rates!and!ability!to!infect! human! macrophages,! mycobacteria! homogenates! were! used! instead! of!intact,!whole!bacteria.!The!homogenates!were!generated!from!cultures!grown!to!mid.log!phase,!and!standardised!by!OD600nm!values.!!








Figure' 4.6' |' TLR8' is' a' general' sensor' for' mycobacteria.' The$ effect$ of$ siTLR8$
knockdown$ on$ the$ ability$ of$ THP1$ Blue$ cells$ to$ respond$ to$ homogenates$ derived$
from$ various$ mycobacteria$ species$ was$ assessed$ by$ SEAP$ production.$ 60µg/ml$ of$
mycobacteria$ homogenate$ was$ used$ for$ stimulation.$ The$ response$ to$ ssRNA40$
(10µg/ml)$was$ included$ as$ a$ control$ to$ ensure$ TLR8$ knockdown.$ The$ dendrogram$
illustrates$the$evolutionary$distance$of$the$mycobacteria$species$tested$(blue)$from$
members$ of$ the$ MTB0 complex$ (red)$ and$ was$ aligned$ based$ on$ ribosomal$ 16S$
sequences.$ The$ grey$ and$ black$ bars$ indicate$ fast)growing$ non)pathogenic$ species$
and$the$slow)growing$pathogenic$species$respectively.$Knockdown$of$TLR8$levels$led$
to$ a$ diminished$ NFκB$ response$ across$ the$ various$ mycobacteria$ species$ tested,$
suggesting$ that$TLR8$ is$a$general$mycobacteria$ receptor.$The$decrease$ in$ response$
was$the$greatest$for$homogenates$derived$from$BCG.$(*$p$<$0.05,$**$p$<$0.01).$$!
Figure' 4.6' |' TLR8' is' a' General' Sensor' for' Mycobacteria.' The$ eﬀect$ of$ siTLR8$
knockdown$on$the$ability$of$THP1$Blue$cells$to$respond$to$homogenates$derived$from$
various$ mycobacteria$ species$ was$ assessed$ by$ SEAP$ producDon.$ 60µg/ml$ of$
mycobacteria$ homogenate$ was$ used$ for$ sDmulaDon.$ The$ response$ to$ ssRNA40$
(10µg/ml)$ was$ included$ as$ a$ control$ to$ ensure$ TLR8$ knockdown.$ The$ dendrogram$
illustrates$ the$ evoluDonary$ distance$ of$ the$ mycobacteria$ species$ tested$ from$
members$of$ the$M.tb%complex$ and$was$ aligned$based$on$ ribosomal$ 16S$ sequence.$
The$grey$and$black$bars$ indicate$fastPgrowing$nonPpathogenic$species$and$the$slowP
growing$ pathogenic$ species$ respecDvely.$ Knockdown$ of$ TLR8$ levels$ lead$ to$ a$
diminished$NFκB$response$across$the$various$mycobacteria$species$tested,$suggesDng$
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4.6. The.Generation.of.the.TLR8K2.Fusion.Receptor.The! results! of! our! TLR8! knockdown! studies,! and! the! genetic! association! data!have! so! far! suggested! that! TLR8! has! a! role! in! the! control! of! mycobacterium!infection.! However,! our! evidences! for! TLR8! as! an! immune! receptor! for!mycobacteria!are! indirect!and!circumstantial.! ! In!order! to!confirm!that!TLR8! is!indeed! a! receptor! for!mycobacteria,!we! have! to! show! that!mycobacteria! or! its!derived!products!can!signal!directly!via!TLR8.!
Direct!evidences!for!TLR2!and!TLR4!as!immune!receptors!for!mycobacteria!were!derived!from!experiments!where!the!receptor!was!transfected!into!TLR!null!cell!lines!(e.g.!CHO)!and!response!towards!mycobacteria!was!initiated!(Means!et!al.,!1999b).!However,!TLR8! is!expressed! intracellularly,!and!TLR!null! lines!such!as!CHO! and!HEK293T! are! non.phagocytic,! and! thus! not! able! to! internalise!whole!bacteria!efficiently.!Thus,!such!an!approach!is!not!feasible!for!screening!for!TLR8!ligands!present!on!the!mycobacteria!surface.!!







Figure'4.7'|'Schematic' representation'of' the'TLR8b2' fusion'construct.'TLR8)2$was$
cloned$ by$ PCR$ to$ fuse$ the$ transmembrane$ domain$ of$ TLR2$ with$ the$ extracellular$
TLR8$domain.$The$primers$used$were$specific$for$TLR8$amino$acid$residues$1)843$and$




domain.' The' primers' used' were' speciﬁc' for' TLR8' amino' acid' residues' 1%843' and'





















4.7. The.Expression.of.the.TLR8K2.Fusion.Receptor.The! TLR8.2! construct!was! expressed! in! HEK293T! cells! and! localisation! of! the!fusion!receptor!examined!by!confocal!microscopy!and!flow!cytometry.!















Figure' 4.8' |' Surface' expression' of' the' TLR8b2' fusion' receptor.' The$ fusion$ of$ the$
transmembrane$and$cytoplasmic$ tail$of$TLR2$to$ the$ectodomain$of$TLR8$drives$ the$
expression$ of$ this$ fusion$ receptor$ to$ the$ cell$ surface$ as$ determined$ by$ confocal$
microscopy$ and$ flow$ cytometry$ analysis.$With$ confocal$ imaging,$ a$ peripheral$ and$
“ribbon)like”$staining$pattern$of$TLR8)2$(green)$was$observed.$This$suggests$surface$
and$ ER$ localisation$ respectively.$ DAPI$ staining$ for$ the$ nucleus$ is$ shown$ in$ blue.$
Surface$FACs$staining$on$unpermeabilised$cells$showed$surface$expression$of$TLR8)2$
and$marked$absence$of$both$TLR8$WT$and$M1V.$(Scale$bar,$10µm)$$! !
Figure' 4.8' |' Surface' Ex re sion' of' the' TLR8;2' Fusion' Receptor.' The$ fusion$ of$ the$
transmembrane$and$ cytoplasmic$ tail$ of$ TLR2$ to$ the$ ctodomain$of$ TLR8 drives$ the$
expression$ of$ this$ fusion$ r ceptor$ to$ the$ cell$ surface$ as$ determin d$ by$ confocal$
micr scopy$and$ﬂow$cytometry$analysis.$For$the$confocal$ imaging,$a$p ripheral$and$
“ribbonBlike”$staining$paEern$of$TLR8B2$(green)$is$observed.$This$suggests$surface$and$
ER$ localisaIon$ respecIvely.$DAPI$ staining$ for$ the$nucleus$ is$ shown$ in$ blue.$ Surface$



















4.8. Ligand.Screening.with.the.TLR8K2.Fusion.Receptor.For! the! purpose! of! ligand! sceening,! the! TLR8.2! fusion! receptor! and! luciferase!reporter! plasmids!were! co.transfected! into! TLR! null! HEK293T! cells! for! a! dual!luciferase!assay.!To!confirm!ligand!specificity,!transfected!cells!were!stimulated!either!with!CL075,! a!TLR8! specific! ligand,! or!with! zymosan,! a!TLR2! ligand.! To!test!if!the!fusion!receptor!is!able!to!detect!mycobacteria!or!mycobacteria!derived!products,! the! TLR8.2! transfected! cells! were! stimulated!with! either! whole! live!mycobacteria!at!MOI!1!or!10,!or!with! increasing!concentrations!of!BCG!derived!homogenates.!











performed$ with$ the$ dual$ luciferase$ assay.$ HEK293T$ cells$ were$ cotransfected$ with$
TLR8)2$and$luciferase$reporter$plasmids.$Transfected$cells$were$then$stimulated$with$
CL075$ (TLR8$ ligand),$ whole$ BCG,$ BCG$ derived$ homogenates$ of$ varying$
concentrations$ and$ zymosan$ (TLR2$ ligand).$ The$NFκB$ response$was$measured$ 24h$
post$activation$and$results$were$normalised$by$assay$of$Renilla$luciferase$activity.$A$
TLR8$ specific$ response$ towards$ increasing$ concentrations$ of$ CL075$was$ observed,$
but$no$response$towards$zymosan$was$detected$(black$and$white$bars$respectively).$
The$ response$ towards$whole$ BCG$ at$ both$MOI$ 1$ and$ 10$were$ not$ significant$ (red$
bars).$ There$ was$ a$ dose$ dependent$ response$ towards$ BCG$ homogenate$ that$ was$
significant$from$30µg/ml$of$homogenate$(blue$bars).$This$confirms$the$presence$of$a$
mycobacteria$derived$TLR8$ligand.$(**$p$<$0.01,$***$p$<$0.001)$
































4.9. The.Identification.of.the.Mycobacteria.Derived.Ligand.for.TLR8.Various!lipoprotein!products!derived!from!MTB!have!been!defined!as!ligands!for!TLR2! and! TLR4! (Jo! et! al.,! 2007).! Also,! mycobacteria! DNA! is! the! presumptive!ligand! for!DNA.sensing!TLR9! (Kiemer! et! al.,! 2008).! Based! on! currently! known!data!on!other!TLR8!agonists,!the!mycobacteria!candidate!ligand!for!TLR8,!if!any,!would!most!likely!be!nucleic!acid!based!(Harrison!et!al.,!1988;!Heil!et!al.,!2004;!Kariko!et!al.,!2005;!Peng!et!al.,!2005;!Triantafilou!et!al.,!2005a;!Triantafilou!et!al.,!2005b).!!
To! examine! the! structural! classes! of! mycobacterial! products! that! can! engage!TLR8!signalling,!we!subjected!BCG!derived!homogenates!to!heat!denaturation,!or!to!enzymatic!digestion!by!trypsin,!DNase!or!RNase!to!degrade!protein,!DNA!and!RNA!components!respectively.!The! immunostimulatory!potential!of! the! treated!homogenates!were!tested! in!HEK293T!cells! transfected!with!the!TLR8.2!fusion!receptor.!!!








Figure' 4.10' |' The' identification' of' mycobacterial' PAMPs' with' the' TLR8b2' fusion'
receptor.' BCG$ derived$ homogenates$ were$ subjected$ to$ enzymatic$ digestion$ by$
trypsin,$DNase,$or$RNase.$30µg/ml$of$control$untreated$or$processed$homogenates$
were$ used$ to$ stimulate$ TLR8)2$ transfected$HEK293T$ cells.$ ssRNA40$ (10µg/ml)$was$
used$as$a$positive$control.$The$NFκB$response$was$measured$24h$post$activation$and$
results$were$normalised$by$assay$of$Renilla$ luciferase$activity.$Heat$ inactivation$or$
digestion$ with$ trypsin$ but$ not$ DNase$ led$ to$ a$ decrease$ in$ the$ levels$ of$ NFκB$
activation.$ Digestion$ with$ RNase$ completely$ abrogatged$ NFκB$ signalling$ in$ the$
transfected$cells.$$(*$p$<$0.05,$***$p$<$0.001)$


























As! a! control! for! contaminant.induced! TLR8.2! activation,! the! RNA,! DNA! and!protein! extracts! were! digested!with! RNase,! DNase! and! trypsin! respectively! to!remove! the! corresponding! component! of! interest! for! the! establishment! of!baseline! activation.! ! The! enzymatic! removal! of! these! products! of! interest! was!verified!by!gel!electrophoresis!(Figure!4.11).!










Figure'4.11' |'Mycobacteria'derived'RNA'and'proteins' are' ligands' for' TLR8.'Total$
RNA,$ DNA$ and$ soluble$ mycobacteria$ proteins$ were$ isolated$ from$ BCG,$ and$ the$
extracted$products$were$verified$by$gel$electrophoresis.$The$specific$contribution$of$


























































Monocytic.Cells..To! ascertain! if! TLR8! mediated! signalling! confers! a! protective! phenotype! in!mycobacteria! infections,! the! ability! of! infected! THP1! and! primary! human!macrophages!to!kill!intracellular!BCG!was!assessed!after!TLR8!knockdown.!!
Control!and!siTLR8!transfected!THP1!cells!were!infected!with!BCG!at!an!MOI!of!2.!After!1h!of!infection,!uninternalised!mycobacteria!were!removed!by!washing,!and! the! infected! cells! further! incubated! for! 24h.! The! amount! of! internalised!viable!bacteria!was!enumerated!by!the!plating!of!infected!cell!lysates!onto!7H11!agar.! ! !The!percentage!of!viable!CFU!after!24h,!relative!to!the!initial!uptake!was!significantly! higher! in! siTLR8! transfected! cells! as! compared! to! untransfected!controls!(Figure!4.12).!This!suggests!that!siRNA!knockdown!of!TLR8!significantly!renders!macrophages!more!permissive!to!mycobacteria!survival!and!growth.!!















Figure' 4.12' |' Greater'mycobacteria' growth' in' THP1' Cells'with' TLR8' knockdown.'
THP1$ cells$were$ subjected$ to$TLR8$knockdown$by$ siRNA$ transfection$as$previously$
described.$ The$ initial$ uptake$ of$mycobacteria$ was$ quantified$ at$ 1h$ post$ infection.$
Subsequently,$ unbound$bacteria$were$ removed$by$washing,$ and$ the$ infected$ cells$
were$ further$ incubated$ for$ another$ 24h,$ after$ which$ a$ second$ enumeration$ was$$
performed.$$The$differences$in$mycobacteria$load$is$expressed$a$percentage$change$
at$24h$post$incubation$as$compared$to$the$initial$uptake.$Each$experimental$sample$
set$ was$ performed$ in$ triplicate,$ and$ the$ data$ shown$ was$ averaged$ from$ 5$
independent$ experiments.$ siTLR8$ transfected$ cells$ showed$ significantly$ higher$















































TLR8' knockdown.' Primary$ human$macrophages$ were$ prepared$ as$ described,$ and$
were$ subjected$ to$ TLR8$ knockdown$ by$ siRNA$ transfection.$ Knockdown$ was$
confirmed$by$western$blotting.$Transfected$macrophages$were$infected$with$BCG$lux$
for$ 1h,$ after$ which$ infected$ cells$ and$ internalised$ mycobacteria$ were$ lysed$ and$
viable$ BCG$ were$ quantified$ by$ measured$ of$ luminescent$ activity.$ Primary$

























TLR8' Knockdown.' Primary' human' macrophages' were' prepared' as' described,' and'
were'subjected'to'TLR8'knockdown'by'siRNA'transfec?on.'Knockdown'was'conﬁrmed'
by' western' bloDng.' Transfected' macrophages' were' infected' with' BCG' lux' for' 1h,'













4.11. Discussion.To! date,! only! five! TLR.ligand! crystal! structures! have! been! solved! –! the! TLR1.TLR2.PAM3CSK4!triacylated!lipoprotein!(Jin!et!al.,!2007);!TLR2.TLR6.PAM2CSK4!diacylated! lipoprotein! (Kang! et! al.,! 2009);! TLR4.MD2.endotoxin! antagonist!Eritoran!(Kim!et!al.,!2007);!TLR4.MD2.LPS!(Park!et!al.,!2009);!and!TLR3.double!stranded!RNA! (Liu! et! al.,! 2008).! Otherwise,!with! the! exception! of! flagellin! and!TLR5,!direct!physical!association!of!TLR!agonists!to!purified!TLRs!have!not!been!demonstrated.!Flagellin!has!been! shown! to! coprecipitate!with!TLR5,! indicating!close! physical! interaction! between! the! molecules! (Smith! et! al.,! 2003).. Direct!interactions! between! the! TLRs! and! their! ligands! have! conventionally! been!determined!via!gain!or!loss!of!function!experiments.!!For!TLR4,!interaction!with!LPS! was! initially! postulated! by! genetic! complementation! whereby! recognition!was!mediated! by! the! transduction! of! TLR4! into! previously! unresponsive! lines!(Lien! et! al.,! 2000;! Poltorak! et! al.,! 2000).! Similar! studies! also! suggested! the!interaction!of!TLR9!with!CpG!DNA!(Bauer!et!al.,!2001;!Takeshita!et!al.,!2001).!As!mentioned,! direct! evidences! for! TLR2! and! TLR4! as! immune! receptors! for!mycobacteria!were!also!derived! similarly! (Means!et! al.,! 1999b).!Recognition!of!double! stranded! RNA! by! TLR3! was! first! demonstrated! by! genetic!complementation! as! well! as! by! defective! responses! in! TLR3./.! macrophages!(Alexopoulou!et!al.,!2001).!





infected!THP1!cells,!which!implies!that!TLR8!is!likely!to!signal!at!the!phagosomal!interface.! Subsequently,! siTLR8! led! to! diminished! NFκB! responses! to!MTB,!M.,bovis! BCG,! M., fortuitum,! M., chelonae,! M., marimum,! and! M., scrofulaceum! in!transfected!THP1!cells.!!
Due! to! the! limitations! on! direct! ligand! screening! imposed! by! the! intracellular!localisation! of! TLR8,!we! fused! the! ectodomain! of! TLR8! to! the! transmembrane!and! cytoplasmic! tail! of! TLR2! in! an! attempt! to! drive! surface! expression.! The!approach!of!disrupting!TLR!localisation!and!ligand!recognition!by!the!creation!of!intracellular.surface!TLR! chimeras! is!well! detailed! for!TLR9! (Brinkmann!et! al.,!2007;! Leifer! et! al.,! 2006;! Park! et! al.,! 2008).! A! TLR4.9! chimera! containing! the!ectodomain! of! TLR4! and! transmembrane! and! cytoplasmic! tail! of! TLR9! was!redirected!to!the!ER!where! it! failed!to!respond!to!LPS!(Leifer!et!al.,!2006).!The!converse!TLR9.4!chimera!with!a!TLR9!ectodomain!and!a!TLR4!transmembrane!and! cytoplasmic! tail! was! lost! from! endolyosomal! compartments! but! retained!responsiveness!to!CpG!DNA!(Brinkmann!et!al.,!2007;!Leifer!et!al.,!2006;!Park!et!al.,! 2008).! We! verified! surface! expression! of! our! TLR8.2! fusion! receptor! by!confocal! microscopy! and! surface! FACs! analysis.! The! TLR8.2! chimera! retained!recognition! of! TLR8! specific! ligands! but! did! not! respond! to! TLR2! ligands.! The!TLR8.2!fusion!receptor!was!also!able!to!mediate!the!recognition!of!BCG.derived!homogenates,! confirming!our! siTLR8!studies! that!TLR8! is! an! immune! receptor!for!mycobacteria.!





MTB,complex.!There!was!also!no!discrimination!between!pathogenic!species!and!non.pathogenic! mycobacteria.! This! is! in! stark! contrast! with! TLR2! mediated!recognition! of! LAM.! PILAM! and! AraLAM! produced! by! rapidly! growing!mycobacteria! mediate! cellular! activation! via! TLR2! whereas! manLAM! from!virulent!mycobacteria! such! as!MTB, fail! to! activate! TLR2! (Means! et! al.,! 1999a;!Means!et!al.,!1999b).!This!implies!a!critical!role!for!TLR8!in!the!immune!response!towards!mycobacteria!infections.!!
As!no!structural!data!for!TLR8!(or!TLR7!and!TLR9)!are!currently!available,! the!molecular! principles! for! TLR8! ligand! recognition! are! not! well! understood!(Kubarenko! et! al.,! 2010).! Domain! structure! places! TLR8! in! a! subfamily! with!TLR3,! 7! and! 9! which! interact! with! hydrophilic! proteins! or! nucleic! acids!(Kubarenko!et!al.,!2010;!Manavalan!et!al.,!2011).!!Although!the!structural!basis!of!TLR3! interaction! with! double! stranded! RNA! has! been! described,! ectodomain!amino! acid! sequences! of! the!TLR!7.9! family! suggest! that! they!may!differ! from!TLR3! in! their! mode! of! ligand! recognition! (Bell! et! al.,! 2003;! Liu! et! al.,! 2008).!Current!evidences!based!on!identified!synthetic!or!natural!agonists!define!TLR8!as!a!RNA!sensor!(Gorden!et!al.,!2005;!Jurk!et!al.,!2002;!Jurk!et!al.,!2006;!Kariko!et!al.,! 2005).!We! have! demonstrated! that! enzymatic! digestion! of! RNA! completely!abrogated! the! TLR8.2! response,! whereas! DNA! digestion! did! not! affect! the!immunostimulatory!potential!of!the!mycobacteria!homogenate.!!Also,!total!RNA,!but!not!DNA,!isolated!from!BCG!was!able!to!directly!activate!TLR8.2.!





hemozoin,!a!heme!polymer!malaria!pigment,!is!a!novel!non.DNA!ligand!for!TLR9!(Coban! et! al.,! 2010;! Coban! et! al.,! 2005).! We! have! observed! that! heat!denaturation,!as!well!as!digestion!with!trypsin!significantly!decreased!the!ability!of! the!mycobacteria! homogenate! to! activate! the! TLR8.2! fusion! receptor.! ! This!suggests! that! a! heat! labile! proteinaceous! component! could! also! function! as! a!TLR8! ligand.!However,! unlike! RNA! digestion,! heat! or! typsin! treatment! did! not!completely!abolish!TLR8.2!signalling.! In!accordance!with! the! results! seen!with!selective!digestion!of!the!BCG!homogenate,!protein!isolates!were!able!to!mediate!some!recognition!by!the!TLR8.2!receptor.!!





















5.1. Introduction.We! have! identified! TLR8! as! a! new! immune! receptor! for! the! Mycobacterium!species.!This! follows!a!report!on!Indonesian!and!Russian!cohorts!of!pulmonary!TB! patients,! where! a!M1V! polymorphism! in! TLR8!was! found! to! be! protective!against! TB! infection! (Davila! et! al.,! 2008).!We! also! demonstrate! that! the! TLR8!M1V!polymorphism!generates!a!functional!TLR8!receptor!variant!with!an!altered!signal! peptide,! causing! the! trafficking! of! TLR8! to! early! rather! than! late!endosomes.! The! change! in! protein! localisation! as! a! result! of! the! M1V!polymorphism! could! have! implications! on! the! way! TLR8! recognises! and!interacts! with! its! ligand,! thereby! affecting! its! function.! This! is! especially!pertinent! in! the! context! of! TB! infections! given! that! MTB! is! a! facultative!intracellular! pathogen! that! establishes! its! niche! within! the! macrophage! by!modulating! the! mycobacterium! phagosome.! This! results! in! retained! access! to!early!endosomal!contents!but!resisted!fusion!with!late!endosomal!or! lysosomal!compartments! (Deretic! and!Fratti,! 1999;! Sturgill.Koszycki! et! al.,! 1994;! van!der!Wel! et! al.,! 2007).! In! this! study,! we! examine! the! impact! of! the! TLR8! M1V!polymorphism!on!the!macrophage!response!to!mycobacteria!infection.!!!
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5.2. The. M1V. Polymorphism. Affects. the. Kinetics. of. Phagosome.





We! evaluated! phagosome! maturation! in! primary! macrophage! variants!expressing! TLR8! WT! versus! M1V! by! comparison! of! stage! specific! endosomal!markers! –! Rab5! and! EEA1! characterising! early! phagosomes;! Rab7! in! late!phagosomes;! and! LAMP1! denoting! the! phagolysosome! (Vieira! et! al.,! 2002).!Resting!macrophages!cultured!on!glass!coverslips!were!infected!with!GFP!BCG!at!MOI! 10,! and! fixed! 24h! post! infection.! Coverslips!were! stained! for!Rab5,! EEA1,!Rab7!or!LAMP1!and!visualised!by!confocal!microscopy.!


















Figure' 5.1' |' The' acquisition' of' stage' specific' endocytic' markers' to' the'
mycobacteria' phagosome.'The$extent$ of$ phagosome$maturation$was$ evaluated$ in$
GFP$BCG$ infected$primary$human$macrophages$expressing$TLR8$WT$or$M1V$ (MOI:$
10).$ Colocalisation$ with$ Rab5,$ EEA1,$ Rab7$ or$ LAMP1$ was$ examined$ 24h$ post)
infection$ by$ confocal$ microscopy.$ Mycobacteria$ phagosomes$ in$ both$ macrophage$
variants$ were$ largely$ devoid$ of$ early$ phagosomal$ markers$ Rab5$ and$ EEA1.$ M1V$
macrophages,$ however,$ showed$ extensive$ staining$ for$ Rab7,$ a$ late$ phagosomal$
marker.$(Scale$bars,$10µm)$
Figure' 5.1' |' The' Acquisi2on' of' Stage' Speciﬁc' Endocy2c' Markers' to' the'
Mycobacteria' Phagosome.' The$ extent$ of$ phagosome$matura1on$was$ evaluated$ in$
GFP$BCG$ infected$primary$ human$macrophages$ expressing$ TLR8$WT$or$M1V$ (MOI:$
10).$Colocalisa1on$with$Rab5,$EEA1,$Rab7$or$LAMP1$was$examined$24h$postTinfec1on$



















To!confirm!the!suggestion!that!TLR8!M1V!expressing!macrophages!contained!a!greater!proportion!of!mycobacteria!phagosomes! that!were!able! to!mature! into!late! phagosomes,! we! quantified! the! percentages! of! infected! macrophages!habouring!acidified!myobacterial!compartments.!!
Phagosome!maturation!is!accompanied!by!a!gradual!decrease!in!phagosomal!pH.!!We! labelled! BCG!with! pHrodoTM,! a! pH! sensitive! dye! that! is! non.fluorescent! at!neutral! pH,! but! increases! in! red! fluorescent! intensity! in! acidic! environments,!thereby! allowing! the! quantification! of! the! extent! of! phagosome! maturation!(Figure!5.2).!
Synchronisation! of! infection! was! performed! by! centrifugation! as! previously!described.!After!mycobacteria!internalisation,!macrophages!were!incubated!for!a!further!30min,!1h!or!2h,!and!then!fixed! in!4%!paraformaldehyde.!Fluorescence!intensity! of! the! pHrodoTM! labelled! BCG! was! quantified! by! flow! cytometric!analysis.!!










Figure' 5.2' |' pHrodoTM' labelling' of' BCG.' GFP$ BCG$ was$ labelled$ with$ pHrodoTM$
according$to$manufacturer’s$instructions.$Labelled$GFP$BCG$were$used$to$infect$PMA$




Figure' 5.2' |' pHrodoTM' Labelling' of' BCG.' GFP$ BCG$ was$ labelled$ with$ pHrodoTM$
according$to$manufacturer’s$ instruc>ons.$Labelled$GFP$BCG$was$used$to$ infect$PMA$
diﬀeren>ated$ THP1$ monocy>c$ cells.$ THP1$ cells$ were$ ﬁxed$ 2h$ post$ infec>on$ and$













Primary$ macrophages$ were$ infected$ with$ pHrodoTM$ BCG.$ Infected$ macrophages$
were$ fixed$ at$ 30min,$ 1h$ or$ 2h$ post$ BCG$ internalisation$ and$ the$ acidification$ of$
pHrodoTM$BCG$compartments$was$analysed$by$ flow$cytometry.$ Shift$ in$ fluorescent$
intensity$ can$ be$ observed$ at$ 30min$ post$ internalisation.$ No$ further$ significant$
increases$ was$ seen$ after$ 30min$ till$ 2h$ after$ infection.$ Values$ indicated$ are$












5.3. The. Mycobacteria. Phagosomes. of. TLR8. M1V. Macrophages. Are.
Characteristic.of.Bacteriocytic.Phagosomes.The! prevention! of! phagosome! maturation! is! a! major! survival! strategy! of!pathogenic!mycobacteria!(de!Chastellier,!2009).!Various!reports!have! indicated!that! in! non.maturing! phagosomes,! mycobacteria! establish! and! maintain! close!apposition!with!the!phagosomal!membrane!(de!Chastellier,!2009;!de!Chastellier!and!Thilo,!1997;!Pietersen!et!al.,!2004).! ! In!contrast,!when! the! tight!apposition!between!the!phagosome!membrane!and!the!mycobacteria!surface!is!“loosened”!by!cholesterol!depletion!or!physically!abrogated!by!mycobacteria!opsonisation,!phagosome!maturation! and! fusion!with! lysosomes! is! observed! (de! Chastellier,!2009;!de!Chastellier!and!Thilo,!2006).!!
To! determine! if! the! larger! extent! of! acidification! and! enhanced! acquisition! of!Rab7!to!the!mycobacteria!phagosome!in!infected!M1V!macrophages!would!also!translate!into!increased!spaciousness!of!the!phagosome,!we!used!a!conventional!electron!microscopy!approach!to!distinctly!visualise!the!phagosome!membrane.!!
Primary!macrophages!were!infected!with!BCG!with!an!MOI!of!10,!and!fixed!24h!post!infection.!The!fixed!samples!were!processed!into!ultrathin!sections,!double!stained!with!2%!uranyl!acetate!and!lead!citrate,!and!examined!under!an!electron!microscope.!!




To! quantify! the! spatial! differences! between! the! phagosome! of! WT! and! M1V!macrophages,!we!measured! the!area!of! the!phagosomes! relative! to! the!area!of!the!mycobacteria!using!ImageJ.!This!was!to!minimise!the!variation!in!phagosome!size! as! a! result! of! differential! section! orientations.! The! phagosomes! in! M1V!macrophages! were! on! average! 2.4! times! larger! than! the! mycobacteria! they!encapsulated! whereas! phagosomes! in! WT! macrophages! were! only! 1.7! times!larger!(Figure!5.4).!!















Representative$ electron$ micrographs$ of$ infected$ primary$ macrophages$ show$
phagosomes$ containing$ mycobacteria.$ TLR8$ WT$ macrophages$ show$ phagosome$
membranes$ in$tighter$apposition$to$the$mycobacteria$surface$as$compared$to$M1V$
macrophages$ (Scale$ bar,$ 200nm).$ The$ area$ of$ the$ phagosomes$ and$ mycobacteria$
were$ measured$ using$ ImageJ,$ and$ expressed$ as$ a$ ratio$ to$ indicate$ relative$




Representa)ve+ electron+ micrographs+ of+ infected+ primary+ macrophages+ show+
phagosomes+ containing+ mycobacteria.+ TLR8+ WT+ macrophages+ show+ phagosome+
membranes+ in+)ghter+apposi)on+ to+ the+mycobacteria+ surface+as+ compared+ to+M1V+
macrophages+(Scale+bar,+200nm).+The+area+of+the+phagosome+and+mycobacteria+was+
measured+using+ImageJ,+and+expressed+as+a+ra)o+to+indicate+rela)ve+spaciousness+of+
the+ phagosome.+ TLR8+ M1V+ marcophages+ contain+ mycobacteria+ phagosomes+ that+










































633.$ The$ mycobacteria$ phagosomes$ in$ TLR8$ M1V$ expressing$ macrophages$ had$
significantly$ lower$ pH$ as$ compared$ to$ WT,$ indicating$ enhanced$ fusion$ with$


















5.4. TLR8. M1V. Expressing. Macrophages. Have. Enhanced. Intracellular.
Mycobactericidal.Activity.To!determine!the!functional!implications!of!the!different!kinetics!of!phagosome!maturation!between!macrophages!of!the!TLR8!variants,!we!assayed!the!ability!of!infected! primary! macrophages! to! contain! the! growth! of! intracellular!mycobacteria.!!
Resting!macrophages!were!infected!with!BCG!or!MTB!at!a!MOI!of!2.!Infected!cells!were! cultured! over! seven! days,! and! periodically! cells! were! lysed! for! the!enumeration!of!CFU!as!described!in!Materials!and!Methods.!!!
In!BCG!infected!macrophages,!an!initial!killing!of!internalised!mycobacteria!was!observed! for! both! WT! and! M1V! at! one.day! post! infection! (Figure! 5.6).! The!infected!macrophages!were!not!able!to!completely!destroy!the!internalised!BCG,!and!the!mycobacteria!that!escaped!the!initial!destruction!were!able!to!multiply,!as!reflected!by!the!exponential! increase! in!CFU!over!time.!However,!TLR8!M1V!macrophages! showed! a! significantly! slower! increase! in! CFU! over! time! as!compared! to! macrophages! expressing! TLR8! WT.! Importantly,! there! was! no!significant! difference! in! the! viability! between! the! primary!macrophages! of! the!TLR8! variants! at! the! end! of! the! seven! day! infection! period,! signifying! that! the!differences!in!mycobacteria!numbers!were!not!due!to!differences!in!macrophage!cell!numbers!but!due!to!differences!in!the!intrinsic!ability!of!the!marcophage!to!control!intracellular!mycobacteria!replication!(Figure!5.7).!!!!











of$ 2.The$ ability$ of$ infected$macrophages$ to$ contain$ internalised$mycobacteria$was$
assessed$by$number$of$CFU$derived$from$macrophages$lysed$at$several$time$points$
post$infection.$Macrophages$expressing$TLR8$M1V$were$more$efficient$in$controlling$
mycobacteria$ numbers,$ in$ both$ BCG$ and$ MTB$ infections,$ as$ seen$ by$ the$ slower$
increase$in$CFU$over$time.$(*p$<$0.05;$**p$<$0.01)!











































































Figure' 5.7' |' The' viability' of' BCG' Infected'macrophages.! The$ viability$ of$ infected$
macrophages$was$ assayed$ at$ the$ end$ of$ the$ seven$ day$ infection$ period$ using$ the$









































and.TLR8.M1V..To! identify! the! molecular! mechanisms! for! the! functional! differences! we! have!observed! between! TLR8! WT! and! TLR8! M1V! expressing! macrophages,! we!compared! the! signalling! pathways! involved! in! the! anti.mycobacteria! response.!We!used!an!8.plex!signalling!array!to!assay!for!phosphorylated!targets!of!Akt,!c.Jun,!ERK!1/2,!JNK,!MEK1,!NFκB!p65,!p38!and!Src.!!
Macrophages!were!infected!with!BCG!at!a!MOI!of!10.!Synchronisation!of!infection!was! performed! as! described.! At! the! indicated! time.points,! infected! cells! were!washed!with!ice.cold!PBS,!and!immediately!lysed!with!cold!lysis!buffer.!Lysates!were! then! analysed! with! the! phosphoprotein! array.! Activation! levels! were!expressed!as!fold!changes!over!the!corresponding!uninfected!controls.!














































































































































































































































































































































5.6. Effector.Mechanisms. for. Functional. Differences. Between. TLR8.WT.
and.TLR8.M1V..A! 17.plex! cytokine! array! was! performed! to! analyse! differences,! if! any,! in!cytokine! production! by! primary! macrophage! expressing! the! different! TLR8!variants!after!infection!with!BCG.!Cytokines!studied!included!IL1β,!IL2,!IL4,!IL5,!IL6,! IL7,! IL8,! IL10,! IL12! (p70),! IL13,! IL17,! GCSF,! GMCSF,! IFNγ,! MCP1! (MCAF),!MIP1β!and!TNFα.!Primary!human!macrophages!were!infected!with!BCG!at!a!MOI!of!10.!Supernatant!was!collected!24h!post! infection!for!cytokine!array!analysis.!Cytokine! production! in! response! to! BCG! infection! was! normalised! by! the!deduction!of!basal!levels!of!cytokine!production!in!uninfected!controls.!!
We!found!significantly!higher!levels!of!GCSF,!IFNγ,!MIP1β!and!IL6!in!TLR8!M1V!expressing!primary!macrophages!produced!in!response!to!BCG!infection!(Figure!5.9).! For! IFNγ! and! MIP1β,! the! increase! in! cytokine! production! was! two.fold,!while!for!GCSF!and!IL6!the!increase!was!three.fold.!!!




















and' GCSF' upon' BCG' infection.' Cytokine$ production$ in$ BCG$ infected$ primary$
macrophages$was$assayed$using$a$17)plex$cytokine$array.$Results$were$normalised$



































































































































5.7. An.Analysis.of.the.Cyclooxygenase.2.Pathway.The! TLR8! ligand! resiquimod! has! been! previously! shown! to! upregulate! the!expression! of! the! inducible! cyclooxygenase! ! (COX)! isoform,! COX2! in! human!polymorphonuclear! leukocytes! (Hattermann! et! al.,! 2007).! The! expression! of!COX2!can!be!triggered!by!a!variety!of!cytokines!in!the!inflammatory!environment!(Seibert!et!al.,!1994;!Surh!and!Kundu,!2005).!Many!mycobacteria!species,!such!as!
M.,bovis,and!M.,avium,! are!known!to!be!able! to! induce! the!expression!of!COX2,!generally!involving!NFκB!and!MAPK!pathways!(Bansal!et!al.,!2009;!Pathak!et!al.,!2004;!Shibata!et!al.,!2006;!Surh!and!Kundu,!2005).!!COX2!is!the!key!rate.limiting!enzyme!catalysing!the!production!of!prostaglandins.!Prostagladin!E2!(PGE2)!has!been!detected!in!sera!or!cerebrospinal!fluid!of!TB!patients!(Bansal!et!al.,!2009),!and! has! been! shown! to! promote! protection! against! mitochondrial! inner!membrane! perturbation! and! necrosis,! and! inhibit! MTB! replication! in!marcophages! (Chen! et! al.,! 2008).! Also,! human! neutrophils! from! TLR8! M1V!carriers!have!been!previously!shown!to!enhance!PGE2!biosynthesis!as!compared!to!TLR8!WT!neutrophils! in! response! to!arachidonic!acid! stimulation! (Oh!et! al.,!2008).!Thus,!we!were!interested!in!determining!if!the!TLR8!polymorphism!could!impact!upon!the!COX2!pathway!and!PGE2!production!in!primary!macrophages,!in!the!context!of!a!mycobacteria!infection.!













Figure' 5.11' |' COX2' expression' in' BCG' infected' primary' macrophages.' The$
expression$of$COX2$was$analysed$ in$TLR8$WT$and$M1V$macrophages$ infected$with$
BCG$ at$ an$ MOI$ of$ 10.$ 24h$ post$ infection,$ cell$ lysates$ were$ harvested$ for$
measurement$ of$ COX2$ by$ western$ blotting.$ The$ levels$ of$ constitutively$ expressed$
COX1$were$used$as$loading$controls.$There$is$no$upregulation$of$COX2$protein$levels$
in$both$WT$and$M1V$macrophages$in$response$to$BCG$infection.$$





















Figure' 5.12' |' PGE2' biosynthesis' in' BCG' infected' primary' macrophages.' The$
production$of$PGE2$was$analysed$ in$TLR8$WT$and$M1V$macrophages$ infected$with$
BCG$ at$ MOI$ of$ 10.$ 24h$ post$ infection,$ culture$ supernatant$ was$ harvested$ for$
measurement$PGE2$levels$by$ELISA.$Levels$of$PGE2$detected$were$normalised$against$
basal$levels$in$corresponding$uninfected$controls.$While$there$was$a$trend$of$higher$
















5.8. TLR8.M1V.Transfection.‘Rescues’.WT.Primary.Macrophages.To! confirm! a! causative! role! for! TLR8! polymorphisms! in! our! functional! assays!and! exclude! the! possibility! of! effects! of! other! gene! variants! in! linkage!disequilibrium!with!TLR8,!we! examined! the! effect! of! expressing! the! two!TLR8!variants!on!the!function!of!primary!macrophages!derived!from!WT!individuals.!!
Primary!macrophages!were!transfected!with!myc!tagged!TLR8!M1V,!TLR8!WT!or!empty!vector!control,!and!expression!of!the!transcripts!were!verified!by!western!blotting! for! the! C! terminal! myc! tag! (Figure! 5.13).! Transfected! primary!macrophages!were! then! infected!with!MTB,or!BCG,! and! the!phagosomal!pH!as!well!as!the!number!of!viable! intracellular!mycobacteria!quantified!as!described!previously!in!Materials!and!Methods.!










Figure' 5.13' |' Transfection' of' TLR8' variants' Into' TLR8'WT' primary'macrophages.'

























of' TLR8'WT' macrophages.' Primary$ macrophages$ from$ TLR8$ WT$ individuals$ were$
transfected$with$empty$vector$control$(EV),$TLR8$WT$or$TLR8$M1V.$Transfected$cells$
were$ infected$with$MTB0H37Rv$ labelled$with$both$ acid$quenchable$ (FITC)$ and$pH)
resistant$ (Alexa$ 645)$ fluorophores$ for$ the$ measurement$ of$ phagosome$ pH.$ Only$
macrophages$transfected$with$TLR8$M1V$had$significantly$lowered$phagosomal$pH.$






















































5.10. Discussion.The!nascent!phagosome!lacks!the!ability!to!kill!or!degrade! ingested!targets!but!has!to!undergo!a!series!of!membrane!and!content!remodelling!to!acquire!these!degradative!properties,!ultimately!yielding!a!phagolysosome!(Vieira!et!al.,!2002).!Phagosome! maturation! is! therefore! central! to! microbicidal! function,! however!certain! pathogens! especially! MTB! subvert! this! process,! thereby! establishing! a!niche!within!infected!macrophages!(Deretic!and!Fratti,!1999;!Sturgill.Koszycki!et!al.,! 1994;! Vieira! et! al.,! 2002).! As! a! consequence,! the!mycobacteria! phagosome!maintains!interaction!with!the!early!endosmal!system,!is!weakly!acidic,!and!lacks!acquisition! of! late! endosomal! and! lysosomal! content,! markers! and! functions!(Clemens!and!Horwitz,!1995;!Crowle!et!al.,!1991;!Xu!et!al.,!1994).!Activation!of!macrophages,!however,!overcomes! the!block!of!phagosome!maturation!(Purdy,!2011).! For! this! reason,! we! used! resting! macrophages! in! this! study! to! further!highlight!any!functional!differences!between!TLR8!WT!and!TLR8!M1V!by!virtue!of!their!differential!localisation!in!the!late!and!early!endosomes!respectively.!




former! has! enhanced! capabilities! to! overcome! the! block! in! phagosome!maturation.!Using!pHrodoTM!labelling,!we!confirmed!that!a! larger!proportion!of!primary!macrophages!from!TLR8!M1V!donors!contained!acidified!mycobacteria!phagosomes!when!compared!to!TLR8!WT!macrophages.!We!also!show!that!MTB,phagosomes! in!M1V!macrophages!had!significantly! lower!pH!values!than!those!in!WT!macrophages,!suggesting!a!greater!degree!of!maturity.!
The!mycobacteria’s!establishments!of!tightly!apposed!vascular!membranes!have!been! observed! in! lung! macrophages! of! MTB! infected! mice! and! in! avelolar!macrophages!from!TB!and!HIV!patients!(Moreira!et!al.,!1997;!Mwandumba!et!al.,!2004).!MTB,residing!in!these!tight!phagosomes!in!human!alveolar!macrophages!cells!were!not!acidified!and!also! failed! to! fuse!with! lysosomes!(Mwandumba!et!al.,!2004).!In!a!Staphylococcus,aureus!macrophage!infection!model,!the!absence!of!TLR2!or!MyD88!signalling!led!to!the!formation!of!tight!phagosomes!that!showed!deficient! fusion!with! lysosomes! (Blander! and!Medzhitov,! 2004).! This! indicates!that! activation! of! TLR! signalling! can! regulate! phagosome! maturation.! In! our!study,!we!found!that!mycobacteria!were!contained!in!significantly!more!spacious!phagosomes! in! TLR8! M1V! macrophages! as! compared! to! WT! macrophages.!Together!with!our!acidification!data,! the!suggestion! is! that! through!early!TLR8!activation,! M1V! macrophages! were! able! to! more! efficiently! mediate! the!phagosome! maturation! process.! Consequently,! we! also! observed! enhanced!control!of!intracellular!mycobacteria!growth!in!the!M1V!macrophages.!!





We! were! not! able! to! observe! differences! in! NFκB! activation! between! the!macrophage! variants.! This! could! be! due! to! the! confounding! effects! of! NFκB!activation! by! TLR2! and! TLR4,! which! are! also! reported! receptors! for! various!mycobacteria!derived!products!(Jo!et!al.,!2007).!However,!we!did!observe!some!differences! in! other! downstream! pathways.! Enhanced! activation! of! the! Akt!pathway! at! later! time.points,! as! well! as! sustained! activation! of! JNK,! were!observed! in! infected! TLR8!WT!macrophages,! but! not! in! TLR8!M1V! expressing!macrophages.!!




activation! has! also! been! demonstrated! to! inhibit! autophagy! .! a! mechanism!enabling! infected! macrophages! to! overcome! the! phagosome!maturation! block!and! target! mycobacteria! to! phagolysosomes,! thereby! inhibiting! intracellular!mycobacteria!survival!(Harris!et!al.,!2009).!!
Similarly,!the!activation!of!the!MAPK!pathway!by!BCG!has!been!demonstrated!to!influence! the! outcome! of! the! infection! (Tse! et! al.,! 2002).!While! prolonged! JNK!activation! is! generally! a! potent! signal! for! cell! death! (Papa! et! al.,! 2006),! JNK!activation! has! also! been! shown! to! considerably! reduce! immune! activation! via!cross.talk!with!p38!and!ERK,!resulting!in!the!production!of!fewer!inflammatory!mediators!including!IL6,!COX2!and!PGE2!(Jeffrey!et!al.,!2006).!!!!!!
We!found!a!modulation!of!cytokine!production,!with!significantly!higher!levels!of!GCSF,! IFNγ,! MIP1β! and! IL6! in! TLR8! M1V! expressing! primary! macrophages!produced! in! response! to! BCG! infection.! This! has! potentially! important!implications! as! these! cytokines! have! established! roles! in! mycobacteria!pathogenesis! (to! be! discussed! below).! Also,! there! was! also! a! trend! towards!higher!IL1β,!IL4,!IL8,!TNFα,!GMCSF!and!PGE2,!but!lower!IL10!production!in!M1V!macrophages!indicating!an!enhanced!inflammatory!phenotype.!!!!!




poorly! virulent!mycobacteria! (Doffinger! et! al.,! 2000;! Jouanguy! et! al.,! 1999).! In!addition,! infusions! of! IFNγ! have! been! shown! to! increase! resistance! of! mice!infected!with!lethal!does!of!MTB,(Denis,!1991).!Similar!clinically!significant!anti.mycobacteria! effects! were! also! seen!with! recombinant! IFNγ! administration! in!leprosy!or!TB!patients!(Condos!et!al.,!1997;!Nathan!et!al.,!1986).!!
IL6! is!a!pleiotropic!cytokine!that! is! involved! in!hematopoiesis,!T!cell!and!B!cell!differentiation,! and! the! early! inflammatory! response! (Akira! and! Kishimoto,!1992;!Kishimoto!et!al.,!1992;!Van!Snick,!1990);!and!has!also!been!implicated!in!the! pathogenesis! of! TB.! The! upregulation! of! IL6! has! been! observed! in!bronchoalveolar!lavage!fluids!and!in!serum!of!patients!with!active!TB!(Tsao!et!al.,!1999;!Verbon!et!al.,!1999).!IL6!has!also!been!shown!to!be!required!for!the!rapid!expression!of!a!protective!IFNγ!response!and!the!initial!containment!of!MTB!in!the!lung!(Saunders!et!al.,!2000).!The!induction!of!protective!T!cell!responses!also!appears! to! be! dependent! on! IL6! in! both!mycobacteria! infection! or! vaccination!settings!(Appelberg!et!al.,!1994;!Leal!et!al.,!1999).!Also,!high!dose!MTB,infections!in! IL6! knockout! mice! were! fatal,! characterised! by! enhanced! IL4,! but! lowered!IFNγ!production!(Ladel!et!al.,!1997).!!




GCSF! is!a!regulator!of! the!monocyte/macrophage!system!by!the!expansion!and!enhancement! of! phagocytosis! (Bober! et! al.,! 1995)! and! the! regulation! of!inflammatory! cytokine! and! chemokine! production! (Xu! et! al.,! 2000).! GCSF! has!been!shown!to!improve!phagocytosis!of!the!M.,avium!complex!in,vitro,!and!GCSF!administration! is! associated! with! prolonged! survival! in! HIV.infected! patients!with!disseminated!M.,avium!complex!infection!(Keiser!et!al.,!1998).!


















The! role!of! the!macrophage! in!MTB! infection! is! twofold!as! it! represents!at! the!same!time,!an!essential!habitat!as!well!as!a!major!effector!of!defence!(Kaufmann,!1993).! Because! mycobacteria! are! facultative! intracellular! pathogens,! the!macrophage!recognition!of!bacilli!is!not!restricted!primarily!to!the!extracellular!space,!but!is!also!likely!to!be!mediated!by!intracellular!PRRs!as!well!(Rasmussen!et! al.,! 2009).! Recent! genetic! evidence! suggests! that! the! X.linked! intracellular!TLR8!may!be! involved!in!host! immunity!against!MTB.! !Analysis!of!SNPs!of!TLR!genes! in! TB! patients! identified! a! specific! TLR8! haplotype,! defined! by! 3! non.coding! SNPs! and! 1! non.synonymous! coding! SNP! that! was! associated! with!protection! from!pulmonary!MTB! infections! (Davila! et! al.,! 2008).!  We! therefore!sought! to! establish! if! TLR8! is! indeed! a!mycobacteria! receptor,! and! to! examine!whether! TLR8! could! regulate! macrophage! responses! to! mycobacterial!internalisation! in, vitro, and! whether! disease.associated! TLR8! polymorphisms!showed!differential!functioning!during!infection.!





host!response!to!mycobacteria!infections.!In!conclusion,!we!have!demonstrated!that! an! intracellular! PRR,! TLR8,! can! detect! internalised! mycobacteria! at! the!phagosomal!interface,!regulating!both!NFκB!signalling!and!intracellular!killing!by!human! macrophages.! While! the! obvious! implication! is! that! TLR8! detects!mycobacterial! RNA! within! phagosomes,! alternative! non.nucleic! ligands! may!exist,! as! seen! by! the! impact! of! heat! denaturation! and! trypsin! digestion! on! the!immunostimulatory!potential!of!BCG!derived!homogenates,!and!the!capacity!of!a!BCG!protein!extract!to!activate!TLR8.2.!!





Nevertheless,!cooperative!interactions!between!various!TLRs!have!been!known!to!modulate! signalling! responses.! Resiquimod! (a! TLR7/8! ligand! in! humans)! is!known! to! synergise! with! polyI:C! (a! TLR3! ligand)! or! LPS! (a! TLR4! ligand)! in!inducing! high! levels! of! ! IL6,! IL10,! IL12,! and!TNFα! in! human!macrophages! and!dendritic!cells,!!and!enhancing!Th1!polarising!capacity!in!dendritic!cells!(Gautier!et!al.,!2005;!Makela!et!al.,!2009;!Napolitani!et!al.,!2005;!Roelofs!et!al.,!2005).!Prior!exposure!of!monocytes! to!HIV!or!HIV!derived!TLR8! ligands!sensitised!cells! for!subsequent! TLR4! stimulation,! an! amplification! effect! that! was! more! than! the!additive!responses!of!TLR4!and!TLR8!stimulation!alone!(Mureith!et!al.,!2010).!!!!
TLR!crosstalk!involving!TLR8!also!occurs!during!infections.!!Borrelia,burgdorferi!induces! inflammatory! signals! that! differ! both! quantitatively! and! qualitatively!when! interacting! with! TLRs! on! the! monocyte! surface,! and! when! internalised!within! phagosomes.! Internalisation! of! the! bacterium! is! essential! for! the!induction!of! IFNβ!and! for!optimal!production!of!TNFα!(Cervantes!et!al.,!2011).!Both!TLR2!and!TLR8!were!found!colocalised!with!the!Borrelia,phagosome,!and!cooperatively! enhanced! the! generation! of! TNFα,! IL6! and! IL10.! TLR8! signalling!was! however,! solely! responsible! for! the! production! of! IFNβ! (Cervantes! et! al.,!2011).! These! findings! suggest! that! the! internalisation! and! degradation! of! the!bacteria! facilitates! the! liberation!of!diverse!PAMPS,!allowing! for!a!coordination!of!multifaceted!TLR!responses!(Cervantes!et!al.,!2011).!!





inferred!the!usage!of!the!canonical!AUG!codon,!and!concluded!that!TLR8!M1V!is!a!three!amino!acid!truncated!version!of!the!wildtype!protein.!We!have!mapped!the!M1V!truncation!to!the!N!domain!of!the!signal!peptide,!which!remains!functional!in!TLR8!M1V.!ER!translocation!is!intact!in!the!M1V!variant,!verified!by!confocal!microscopy!analysis! and!post.translational!glycosylation! that! is! evidence!of!ER!retention.! This! shorter! signal! peptide! does! not! influence! the! orientation! of!membrane! insertion;! nor! affect! the! kinetics! of! ER! targeting! and! processing! as!compared!to!TLR8!WT.!!
Signal! sequences! are! tolerant! to! a! wide! range! of! mutations! with! the! only!essential! feature! being! a! hydrophobic! core! that! is! uninterrupted! by! charged!residues! (Kaiser! et! al.,! 1987).! ! ! Indeed! polymorphisms! located! within! the! H!region! appear! to! implicate! upon! ER! targeting.! For! instance,! a! missense!substitution! from! tyrosine! to! aspartic! acid! in! the! hydrophobic! signal! peptide!domain! of! bicistronic! dentine! sialophosphoprotein! resulted! in! a! poorer! signal!peptide! prediction,! the! failure! of! ER! translocation! and! consequently,! a! loss! of!function! phenotype! (Rajpar! et! al.,! 2002).! ! Similarly,! polymorphic! changes!affecting!the!hydrophobic!signal!core!in!the!lysosomal!protease!cathepsin!K!or!in!the! preparathyroid! hormone! resulted! in! impaired! protein! synthesis! and!processing!respectively,!both!as!a!consequence!of!defective!protein!translocation!across!the!ER!membrane!(Arnold!et!al.,!1990;!Fujita!et!al.,!2000)!





transferase! activity! (Seppen! et! al.,! 1996;! Villeneuve! et! al.,! 2003).! A! leucine! to!proline! polymorphism! found! in! the! signal! peptide!N! region! of! neuropeptide! Y!linked! to! cardiovascular! disease! also! did! not! affect! localisation,! but! altered!granular!packaging!and!secretion!of!the!same!mature!protein!product!(Mitchell!et!al.,!2008).!As!mentioned,!the!threonine!17!alanine!mutation!in!the!cytotoxic!T!lymphocyte!antigen!4!falls!within!the!N!region!of!its!signal!peptide!and!results!in!inefficient! processing! within! the! ER.! Consequently,! this! polymorphic! variant!does!not!co.localise!to!the!same!intracellular!vesicles!as!the!wildtype!protein!and!has!been!associated!with!risk!for!autoimmune!disease!.!a!vital!precedent!linking!signal!peptide!N!terminal!polymorphisms!to!differential!trafficking!(Anjos!et!al.,!2002).!
Although!we!have!showed!that!both!TLR8!variants!utilise!the!common!secretory!pathway,!we!found!differences!in!the!localisation!of!the!TLR8!variants!within!the!endolysosomal! compartments.! In! contrast! to! TLR8! WT,! TLR8! M1V! traffics! to!early! rather! than! late! endosomes.! This! result!was! rather! unanticipated,! as! the!signal!peptides!of!both!TLR8!variants!were!predicted!to!be!cleavable,!and!as!such!would! be! typically! removed! by! signal! peptidases!within! the! ER! (Paetzel! et! al.,!2002).!!





cleaved! might! allow! chaperone! recruitment! for! the! mediation! of! protein!modifications!(Martoglio!and!Dobberstein,!1998;!Schlicht!and!Wasenauer,!1991).!Also,! liberated! signal! peptide! fragments! are! known! to! possess! distinct! post.targeting!functions!after!cleavage!from!parental!protein!(Katja!Kapp,!2009).!!Two!signal!sequences!that!are!equally!efficient! in!the!ability!to! initiate!translocation!across!the!ER,!can!nonetheless!still!differ!in!aspects!of!their!interaction!with!the!translocon!or! signal! sequence! cleavage!machinery,! affecting! co.translational!or!post.translational!events!(Hegde!and!Bernstein,!2006).!!
The!N!terminal!truncation!in!the!M1V!variant!results! in!the!loss!of!a!negatively!charged!glutamic!acid!present!in!TLR8!WT.!This!difference!in!N!terminal!charge!could! potentially! result! in! changes! in! the! interaction! and! engagement! of! ER!resident! proteins,! potentially! affecting! a!myriad! of! processes! occurring!within!the!ER.!These! include! signal! recognition!particle! binding,! ER! lumen! anchoring,!ER! entry,! signal! peptide! cleavage,! or! association! with! chaperones! or! other!quality! control! elements! of! the! ER,! thereby! influencing! the! endosomal! sorting!outcome!for!the!two!TLR8!variants!(Anjos!et!al.,!2002).!!





One!such!candidate!is!the!ER!transmembrane!protein!UNC93B.!Signalling!defects!in! the! intracellular! TLRs! TLR3,! TLR7,! TLR8! and! TLR9! have! been! observed! in!UNC93B! mutational! mouse! models! and! in! patients! with! functional! defects! in!UNC93B! (Casrouge!et! al.,! 2006;!Tabeta! et! al.,! 2006).!Murine!UNC93B!has!been!demonstrated! to! form! a! stable! association!with! TLR3,! TLR7,! TLR9! and! TLR13!within!the!ER!(Brinkmann!et!al.,!2007).!While!UNC93B!is!dispensable!for!ligand!recognition! and! signal! transduction,! the!UNC93B.TLR!physical! interaction!was!found! to!be!necessary! for! the!delivery!of!TLR7!and!TLR9! to! the!endolysosome!(Kim!et!al.,!2008).!!





Given! that! we! were! not! able! to! detect! any! significant! differences! in! the! post.translational! processing! of! the!mature! forms! of! TLR8!WT! and!M1V,! it! is! very!likely!that!observed!functional!differences!stem!mainly!from!their!differences!in!intracellular! localisation.! Two! possible! mechanisms! can! explain! the! observed!functional! disparity.! In! the! first! instance,! the!preferential! targeting! of! the!M1V!variant! to! early! endosomes! allows! earlier! access! for! this! TLR8! variant! to! its!putative! ligands,! triggering! early! immune! activation! as! compared! to! TLR8!WT!macrophage!whereby!the!ligand!would!be!encountered!after!further!phagosome!maturation.! A! second! possibility! is! that! the! activation! of! TLR8! in! different!compartments!result!in!distinct!downstream!signalling!events.!In!support!of!this!view,! a! bifurcation! of! TLR9! signalling! in! relation! to! selective! localisation! has!been! suggested! (Sasai! et! al.,! 2010).! TLR9! signalling! in! compartments!characterised!by!early!endosomal!marker!vesicle!associated!membrane!protein!3! (VAMP3)! induce! proinflammatory! cytokines! via! NFκB! activation.! TLR9! in!lysosmal! compartments,! on! the! other! hand,! induced! type! I! IFN! genes! via! the!engagement!of!TRF3!and!IRF7!(Sasai!et!al.,!2010).!!





A! common! assumption! is! that! the! array! of! low! pH! and! lysosomal! hydrolases!induces! the! clearance! of! mycobacteria! (Jordao! et! al.,! 2008).! In! other! words,!mycobacteria! killing! occurs! after! phagolysosome! fusion,! and! therefore! the!bactericidal!potential!of!the!macrophage!depends!on!the!ability!of!its!phagosome!to! fuse! with! the! lysosomes.! This! model! is! supported! by! numerous! studies!correlating! the! extent! of! maturation! into! phagoslysosomes! with! mycobacteria!clearance! (Kusner,! 2005;! Russell,! 2001;! Silva! et! al.,! 1987).! Furthermore,!solubilised! lysosomal! extracts! have! been! demonstrated! to! be! bactericidal!towards!MTB,and!M.,smegmatis,(Alonso!et!al.,!2007).,In!our!study,!we!have!also!observed! a! correlation! between! phagosome!maturation! and! killing! capacity! in!the! comparison! between! primary! macrophages! expressing! the! different! TLR8!variants.!!





Therefore,! our! hypothesis! is! that! the! TLR8! M1V! variant,! by! virtue! of! being!present! in! the! early! endosome,! is! able! to! encounter! the!mycobacterium! in! its!niche,! and! initiate! TLR8! signalling! as! an! early! event.! The! augmented!proinflammatory!cytokine!response!due!to!the!TLR8!M1V!response!enhances!the!mycobactericidal! potential! of! the! macrophage,! and! consequently! allows!increased!phagosome!fusion!with!lysosomes.!!
Our! verification! of! TLR8! as! an! additional! mycobacteria! receptor! and!demonstration! that! TLR8! polymorphisms! influence! macrophage! response!strengthens! the! concept! that!multiple! TLR.ligand! interactions! are! required! for!the! induction! of! effective! host! resistance! to! pathogens! which! often! express!multiple!TLR!ligands!(Trinchieri!and!Sher,!2007).!Such!a!multifaceted!approach!is!advantageous!for!the!host,!especially!against!pathogens!that!might!subvert!the!immune!response!by!the!modification!of!its!ligands!to!avoid!recognition!by!TLRs!or! other! PRRs,! or! by! the! utilisation! of! certain! TLR! pathways! for! its! advantage!(Netea!et!al.,!2005;!Trinchieri!and!Sher,!2007).!!





treatment! of! genital! herpes! simplex! virus! type! 2! infections! (Mark! et! al.,! 2007;!Spruance!et!al.,!2001;!Szeimies!et!al.,!2008).!
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